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Welcome Address
Dr. J .D. Foster, Executiv e
Director, Tax Foundatio n
I'd like to welcome you all and I appreciate you all being with us today. I' m
delighted that we're able to have this conference here in Washington on a topic o f
tremendous import for tax policy. My
name is J .D . Foster. I'm the Executive Di rector and Chief Economist of the Ta x
Foundation . I'd like to give a special welcome to the students who are with us to day. When I was a student in college, w e
didn't have programs like this . It has al ways struck me that students need som e
sort of practical exposure to what the business world is about . In fact, these conferences are part of what the business worl d
is about . You also need some exposure
about how the tax legislative proces s
works and how the public policy proces s
works . This conference is just a little piece
of that .
About the Tax Foundation : We hav e
been a non-partisan organization for 6 0
years doing analysis, holding programs lik e
this, in an attempt to explain to the Ameri can people what is going on in their tax
policy ; what's going on at the federal, stat e
and local level ; how taxes are affecting th e
economy ; how taxes are affecting them .
We are best known, perhaps, for our annual release of Tax Freedom Day, whic h
we release on April 15th as a simple state ment of the measure of the total tax burden in this country relative to nationa l
income . It gives you a very clear statement of how taxes are growing — or perhaps some day ebbing — as a share of na tional income . That is, in a very real way,
symbolic of the kinds of things we try t o
do . We try to relay in common sense English terms, non-legal and "noneconomese," what is happening in ta x
policy .
Before we begin with our conferenc e
today on dynamic tax analysis, however ,
as we've done in the last four years, we'r e
going to begin today's activities with a pre -

sentation of a very special award . Thi s
award is presented to an individual wh o
has clone uniquely important work, eithe r
in the fields of academia or journalism ,
explaining to the rest of us what's goin g
on in tax policy. This award was first pre sented to Dr. David Bradford of Princeton
University . We then presented the awar d
to Mr. Tom Fields of TaxNotes and Rober t
Bartley of The Wall Street Journal . Las t
year we presented the award to Dr .
Norman B . Ture of the Institute for Re search on Economics of Taxation, or IRE T
as it's sometimes better known . Sadly ,
Norman passed away this past year ,
though his work lives on in his writing s
and in the institution he founded, IRET ,
which will continue under the able leadership of Steve Enton . To memorializ e
Norman's work, we have renamed th e
award The Norman B .Ture Award for Ser vice Towards Sound Tax Policy . The firs t
recipient of the renamed Norman B .Tur e
Award is a gentleman who, among othe r
things, writes a syndicated column tha t
appears twice weekly in The Washingto n
Post . And of this column, it can be trul y
said, "If you don't read it, you don't ge t
it ." A little inside-Washington joke, sorry.
A self-proclaimed liberal in the classica l
sense, the clarity of his thought and writing was recently displayed in a colum n
that appeared shortly after the big stoc k
market drop a few weeks ago . While others were opining nervously about Asia, he ,
in well-reasoned prose, laid out in plai n
terms why we should not panic . He hold s
a Dewitt-Wallace Readers Digest Chair i n
Communications for a Free Society at th e
American Enterprise Institute . His columns are syndicated nationally ; he is a
moderator of the Sunday Capital Gang o n
CNN ; and host ofTechno-Politics, a weekly
PBS program . I give you Mr . Jame s
Glassman, the 1997 recipient of the Ta x
Foundation's Norman B . Ture Memoria l
Award .
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Norman B. Ture
Memorial Awar d
Recipient : James K . Glassman ,
Fellow, American Enterpris e
Institut e
I know you normally have these i n
New York, and of course I always like t o
take a trip to New York . But I asked J .D . ,
"Why is it in Washington?" And he said ,
"Well, that's where the tax policies ar e
made, and we want to be close to wher e
the tax policies are made ." And that's true ,
but of course NewYork is where the taxe s
are paid, right? So it may be more appropriate to be in New York . But anyway, I' m
happy to be here . I just want to say first
the debt of gratitude that I owe to the Tax
Foundation, not merely for this wonderful award, but for the terrific work that
the Foundation does and that I use, an d
frequently attribute, although sometime s
don't attribute . So I just want to than k
you, J .D ., and Arthur and everyone else at
the Tax Foundation .
You know, I was actually listening t o
the roster of people who have won thi s
award, including David Bradford an d
Norman Ture . I am not, unlike them, a n
economist . I'm not an economist, I jus t
play one on TV. I'm also not a typical Washington Post writer, as is frequently pointe d
out to me . But I hope I'll be there, anyway, for a while, until they catch on, unti l
maybe they start reading my column .
Speaking of Norman Ture, I think w e
are currently reaping the bounty of policies of which Dr . Ture was one of th e
prime architects . And one of the most sig nificant of those achievements is the impending budget surplus . It's quite remark able . Most people don't understand it o r
don't realize it, but unless something terrible happens to the economy in the nex t
12 months, we'll actually run a surplus in
fiscal 1998 . And I always have to explain
this to people : Surplus is when you take
in more money than you spend . We
haven't had one since 1969 .
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The main reason for this surplus ,
quite simply, is the enormous productivity of the American economy . There' s
nothing more complicated than that. Over
the last 15 years, we've enjoyed something
that we have never enjoyed before i n
American history, which is 15 straigh t
years with only one shallow recession . It' s
never happened before . Currently, GD P
growth is 4 .0% ; unemployment is 4 .7% ,
the lowest in 24 years ; inflation is really
below 2% . Now how did all this happen ?
I could probably talk on that subject fo r
about an hour, but if you want to look a t
government policies that helped it hap pen, you have to look first at tax policies .
Before 1981, the rate on what wa s
called "unearned income"was 70% — 70 %
on something — the phrase "unearned in come" really kind of rubs me the wron g
way. You don't actually hear it very muc h
anymore, but "unearned" means just in come that is earned on investments . Now
to me, that's not unearned by any stretc h
of the imagination . Well now it's 39 .6% ;
it would be nice if it were 28%, it would
be even nicer if it were 15% . But marginal tax rates have dropped and th e
economy has boomed . And as a consequence, there has been a flood, a tida l
wave, of tax revenues that have flowed
into federal coffers . The reason that we're
about to have a surplus, the reason th e
deficit has fallen from $290 billion to
about $23 billion in fiscal 1997 is not be cause of spending restraint, unfortunately.
It's because of tax revenues, which hav e
been growing in the last five years at an
annual rate of more than 7%, at a time
when inflation has been between 2% an d
3% . This year, tax revenues will rise —
well, the latest figures show tax revenue s
increasing this year compared to last b y
more than 9%, in a year in which inflatio n
is only 2% . Quite remarkable .
But it's also something that I think
we should fear, we should really worry
about . Because given a surplus, politician s
will spend it . We know that . So we hav e
a very difficult problem — it may seem a

pleasant one, but I don't think so — whic h
is, how to deal with this surplus . Now,
some people say, "Well, we should use it
to pay off the federal debt" I'm not sure
that that's the right course, anyway, bu t
it's not going to happen . Politicians don' t
operate that way. They're going to want
to spend and we can see that from the fis cal 1998 budget . The pressure is already
off. The big deficit, which restraine d
spending — Ronald Reagan's brilliant notion, whether on purpose or not — th e
deficit has restrained spending . That's n o
longer going to happen .
What's the solution? To my mind, the
solution is a massive and immediate ta x
cut . We have to deprive politicians of the
bounty of the private sector to spend . An d
we have to do it as quickly as possible .
And I think too few people are thinking
about this on Capitol Hill .
Now at the same time, it provides u s
with the opportunity for comprehensiv e
tax reform . And already this discussion i s
going on . It's going on all over the country as Congressman Billy Tauzin debate s
House Majority Leader Dick Armey . Dic k
Armey, of course, is a flat tax advocate .
Tauzin is an advocate of a national sale s
tax . And I must say that I've been unabl e
to choose between the two, and I thin k
both of them have some problems . About
a month ago, I came up with my own solution, which is a little of both . Now I
was just listening to Jim Miller sitting next
to me, and he is a man that I greatly admire, and another architect of the current
boom, which I call "The Reagan Boom,"
by the way . And Jim was just saying "that' s
the worst of both worlds . My plan i s
called eight in eight ." You have an 8% flat
tax with no deductions, and you have a n
8`%, national sales tax . I won't go into th e
reasons I think it's the best idea, but I do .
But anyway, I would take any of thos e
three solutions, but I think we need on e
of them and we need it soon, and we nee d
a reduction in taxes . And by reduction in
taxes, I don't mean simply a reduction in
marginal rates that will produce more tax

revenues for the federal government . We
supply-siders achieve that with a vengeance . And supply-side economics ha s
been vindicated and the vindication can sim ply be seen by counting the money that i s
flowing into the Treasury right now. Peopl e
said, "How can you cut tax rates and ge t
more money?" Well, it's happening and, a s
I say, it's happening with a vengeance .
Well, let me just conclude by quoting the man for whom this wonderfu l
honor is named . In March, in testimon y
before the Joint Economic Committee ,
Norman Ture talked about the importanc e
of restructuring the tax system, how diffi cult it is, but how important it is for us to
get to work on it . "There is, in my judgment," he said, "a very high price to b e
paid in either rejecting the difficult chor e
of constructing a new tax system or i n
fudging the job with nickel-and-dime re visions ." Now fudging the job with nickel and-dime revisions — if I may inject some thing — is essentially what happened i n
the last Congress . And even though w e
did end up with a cut in capital gains rates ,
I think, in sum, it was a mess and probably not worth doing . Anyway, Dr . Tur e
goes on : "That price may be delineated i n
terms of a fiscal system that every day fur ther relaxes the constraints o n
government's preemption of our production resources, and that every day intensi fies the distortions of the market's pric e
signals resulting in less and less efficien t
use of our production capabilities ." Abso lutely . "One of the major least understoo d
consequences thereof is the erosion of our
property rights and the effectiveness wit h
which we use them . The price is too high
to regard with equanimity. What brings
people like me," says Dr.Ture, and like me ,
and like, I hope, most of you in the audience,"to bear witness is the hope that w e
can persuade you" — the Congress — "t o
act on the basis of principles that yo u
deem to be appropriate for a free society. "
Thank you very much for the award ,
and I hope you enjoy yourselves here a t
this conference .
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Keynote Address :
"Straight Shooting —
The Importance of
Accurate Revenue
Estimates "

change certain things . Frankly, there' s
much confusion and criticism of government forecasting and I think a lot of i t
arises from not distinguishing these tw o
concepts . For example, ideally, th e
President's budget forecast is a Type A . I t
is,"Here's what's going to happen, assum ing we make all of these kinds of changes ."
The Hon. James C. Miller III, Ph .D., Now if the President's proposal isn' t
adopted, I don't think it's right to hold the
Counsellor, Citizens for a Sound
forecasters responsible for their forecas t
Economy
I was quite thrilled and honored to because the predicate for their forecast ,
be sitting alongside Jim Glassman, who I namely enactment of the President's pro think is probably the best addition The gram, did not happen . Sometimes CBO i s
Washington Post has made in a long time . in limbo about how it makes a forecast ,
I enjoy reading his columns because he' s or the Joint Tax Committee, or how th e
got such provocative things to say. Even GAO makes a forecast . What is assumed ?
o
when he's wrong, he's got something pro - What kind of underlying assumptions d
we
have?
Are
we
forecasting
what
Convocative to say. Now, that's very, very rare .
I need not tell you about the impor- gress is actually going to do? That i s
tance of forecasting in the private sector, fraught with difficulty.
To make things more complicated ,
as well as in the public sector. Forecastthe
deficit
estimate, which is the aspec t
ing in the public sector is just as impor,
tant as it is in the private sector . But imag- of forecasting the press tends to focus on
ine the differences if you were to com e is a small difference between two large
up with an idea about how to manufac- numbers . And technically speaking, if you
e
ture something, a new service or what - have a forecast, you have a varianc
around
revenues,
you
have
a
varianc
e
ever. You want to go into business, yo u
go into a bank and you say,"I want to bor- around your forecast of outlays . Then the
variance around the forecast of the defirow some money ." The first thing they're
going to ask you is, "What are you goin g cit is what? It is the variance of the fore
e
to do with the money?" And they'll wan t cast on revenues, plus the variance on th
to know specifically what you plan to do , forecast of outlays, minus twice the co
.
All
adjuste
d
variance
between
the
two
what kind of enterprise you're going t o
. In other words, th e
have and what is your forecast for rev- for multi-colinearity
hip
bone
is
connected
to the thigh bone ,
enues, forecast for outlays . Basically, what
and the thigh bone is connected to th e
they are looking for is a forecast .
. You've go t
And so in the public sector, you nee d knee bone, and all that stuff
to
figure
all
that
out
.
to answer these questions, too . A new
But the point is, if you're estimatin g
program is proposed to Congress : Wha t
will the program do? How much will i t the deficit, you're going to have wide exs
cost? That involves a forecast . New regu- tremes in what the number actually show
up
and
what
your
forecast
is
.
And
espelatory proposal from Agency X or Agenc y
XXX : What benefits will this regulatio n cially when you're getting deficits dow n
e
produce? What cost will be attendant wit h to close to zero, almost by definition, th
actual deficit will not likely be very clos e
this regulation ?
Now, there are two kinds of forecast- to the deficit estimate . We also have th e
complications that we were asked to pre ing . IfTypeA forecasting is what will happen, Type B is what will happen if we pare different types of estimate forecasts ,
current services, off-budget, on-budget, in-
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vestment budgets, credit budgets, and s o
forth . And if this were not bad enough, i n
the federal government we don't achiev e
the precision that we could, in part, be cause first there's a lot more maneuvering room in the government . There's n o
bottom line . In the private sector, yo u
make errors in forecasting but you pay a
penalty. In the government, you do not .
There's not a lot of accountability. Who' s
going to take the blame for bad forecasts ?
Moreover, the rewards are asymmetri cal . One fellow did work on FDA approva l
of drugs, where the upside of approvin g
a drug that would save a lot of lives wasn' t
much, but the downside of approving a
drug that cost lives was very large . You
have a similar asymmetric set of incentive s
in terms of forecasting in the federal government . The watch word is to "keep you r
heads down "
Third, there is a temptation to politicize budget making . Everybody knows
about all the claims that David Stockman
had about making up numbers and stuf f
like that . We do current services estimating, in part, so politicians go home and
claim that they cut spending, and that' s
what it's there for, mostly . I remembe r
when I came to be Budget Director . I had
been an academic accustomed to havin g
my competence questioned, but not my
integrity. I'd go up to Capitol Hill and hav e
people question my integrity, my honesty,
about these forecasts . People didn't know
an ISLM curve from a supply and demand
document . But there you have it . One o f
my associates,Tim Muris, got tired of getting calls from reporters about cookin g
the books . So he had this little jingle ,
which went, "The fires are burning, the
books are cooking . "
The combination of maneuverin g
room, perverse incentives, an d
politization leads to forecasting not a s
good as it might be . And for that reason ,
it is somewhat of a surprise that CBO an d
OMB and Joint Tax do as good a job as the y
do . GAO, for example, has done some com parisons between forecasts by OMB and

CBO and Blue Chip . And it turns out that
CBO and OMB have done a fairly good job .
All that said about budget forecasting ,
let's talk about that and let's talk about ,
more specifically, tax revenue forecastin g
and, in particular, dynamic versus stati c
modeling . Despite what is often said, an d
the presumption that government forecast ers have only static models, let me say tha t
my perception of CBO and OMB's proces s
is that they have what you might say is a
limited, semi-demi, partial dynamic scoring methodology . The bottom line is the y
do some dynamic scoring on micro issues ,
but not on overall macro issues . They thin k
that taxes have incentives at the micro level ,
but have been reluctant to trace through
what happens at the macro level .
Now, let's just drop back . Suppos e
that you want to do a forecast . If you're
going to do forecasting, whether it's Typ e
A or Type B, you need a general baselin e
forecast . And to make that, you've got to
make important assumptions about th e
inflation rate, unemployment rate ,
changes in productivity, major deman d
shifts, such as exports and so on . And yo u
take all those and you put them in a hop per and you turn the crank and out come s
your forecast . It's no secret that the th e
easiest, slimmed-down model that you can
buy is one where you put in nominal GN P
in the top, turn the crank, and out come s
your forecast of federal revenue . Now, yo u
can make it a little more complicated b y
forecasting the divisions of the major elements, wages, profits, etc ., of GDP an d
that will give you a little more sophisticated forecast .
Now, assuming we have a good fore cast, what about the ceterus paribus con ditions? How do we handle changes i n
policy? As you know, it's inescapable that
we will have changes in policy . Congres s
and the President pass laws and change tax
policy . Moreover, even if they didn't d o
anything, as you know — many of yo u
know far better than I — there are change s
in tax policy that happen because provisions expire and new provisions kick in .
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It's sort of like a computer virus . You're
sitting there one day and the screen g ays ,
"Congratulations, Modigliani has jus t
cleaned your hard drive," or something
like that . Except this pops up and it is a
new tax of some sort, some tax change .
Well how do you feed back the change s
in tax policy? The easiest thing, of course ,
is to be an anti-supply-sider, and say tha t
taxes don't constitute incentives, tha t
changes in tax rates or coverage do not af fect behavior, and thus you simply multiply
through. That multiplying through is th e
easiest part . You've got a phase change tax
rate, multiply it through and that's it .
The alternative is dynamic scoring ,
and of course there's a whole range of possibilities, depending on your skills, the sophistication of your model, and how risk averse you are . Now this is a perilous journey, I know. You start with the direct effects . For example, this reduction in th e
tax rate on wage income, or this increas e
in the personal exemption, will have what
effect on total employment and hour s
worked and thus on overall tax revenu e
from this source? But secondary effect s
are important also . How will the ta x
change affect savings and retail sales ?
What about indirect effects on credit markets, on imports, on long-term investments, such as human capital? The ramifi cations of single policy changes are endless .
Now I know that it's not possible t o
make all these calculations, to think of ev ery effect . Certainly it's not possible t o
defend your assumptions that go into eac h
of these calculations . And I know, as a
matter of methodology, that you're neve r
going to find all of it . But as Frank Knigh t
used to say, "How can just one pric e
change?" One price change changes everything else . The larger the change in
price, the larger the base to which the
price applies, the bigger the chang e
throughout the economy .
No one would expect tax forecasting
methodology to incorporate all of the billions of multi-faceted economic decision s
made every year . And no one would ex -
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pect the forecast to be on the money all
of the time . But there would seem to b e
ample opportunities for us to improve th e
tax forecasts . And for that reason, I am
very happy that J .D . Foster has made revenue estimating, dynamic versus static ,
the issue for the rest of this program . I
think we should have some very interesting and informative results of our discussions this afternoon .
I'm particularly impressed with th e
Joint Tax Committee report that is so ho t
off the press that you put your fingers o n
it, it's warm and it also leaves a little bit o f
ink on your hands . There's another report
from the Robbinses that is worth you r
looking at as well . People are beginning
to look at this issue differently, no longe r
with a presumption that deficit politics i s
driving conservative causes, but to a mor e
neutral perception about the deficit be cause the deficit appears to approachin g
zero, and even to discussions about surplus politics, as Mr. Glassman was mentioning . There is less presumption tha t
changes in methodology will be driven b y
ideology, be driven by politics . Changes
in methodology have to be made fro m
time to time . I do not blame CBO for finding 240 whatever billion dollars . Th e
model simply wasn't comporting wit h
what was actually happening . It was on e
of those models where they put in the assumptions and it kept coming out th e
wrong number and part of the proble m
was that the slices of the pie were changing over time .
Those kinds of adjustments woul d
need to take place . But I think we're at a
point where we have an opportunity t o
make our methodology for forecasting fed eral revenue, and the results of individua l
tax changes, more accurate and more pre cise, without the usual fight over ideology. And I think the Tax Foundation, under J .D .'s leadership, can make a big advance with your concurrence and with
your inputs and discussion this afternoon .
Thank you very much .

The View from the Join t
Tax Committe e
Kenneth J . Kies, Chief of Staff ,
Joint Tax Committe e
I want to express my appreciation t o
the Tax Foundation for doing this program
on what we consider to be a very important topic . Frankly, J .D ., I was surprise d
you invited me to speak, however . Wha t
with Fortune magazine recently namin g
me as one of the three most dangerou s
bureaucrats in Washington, I thought yo u
might be a little reluctant . I will say tha t
I'm hoping that one positive thing doe s
come out of getting this notoriety for th e
Joint Committee, and that is that I'm hoping that the Joint Committee on Taxatio n
becomes better known throughout th e
country and in particular, I've got hope s
for Colorado . The reason I'm hoping that
Colorado will learn more about us is be cause Colorado is where the IRS Document and Publication Distribution Cente r
is and I received the following e-mail fro m
my staff earlier this year, and you'll se e
what the problem is . "Chaos reigns at th e
IRS Forms and Publication Distributio n
Center. We may or may not get our copies of Package X and Pub . 17 this year . I' m
working on the problem, but am having a
rather difficult time . It seems, according
to the IRS Document Distribution Center,
that the Joint Committee on Taxation doe s
not exist . This may come as a shock t o
some of you, but I'm being assured by th e
Distribution Center in Colorado that sinc e
they cannot find any record of an accoun t
number for the Joint Committee, we d o
not exist . I've explained that we are mentioned in the Internal Revenue Code, bu t
the nice lady insists that we are not now ,
nor have we ever, received these form s
and she has no knowledge of any suc h
Code ." This is not a good sign . It may,
however, explain some other developments that have been in the press lately
about this service .
But in any event, let me just give you

an overview of what I plan to cover thi s
afternoon . First, I want to talk some about
what the importance of revenue estimating is to the tax legislative process, just t o
put in perspective how critical the role i s
that is played by our revenue estimators
in the whole legislative process . Second ,
I want to spend some time telling you
what the Joint Committee has been doin g
over the past three years to try and improve the estimating process and both th e
Congress's and the public's knowledg e
about how it works . We'll talk a little bi t
about what we've learned from the recently completed process of examinin g
the various aspects of macroeconomi c
estimating, and then at least put in perspective why this is relevant to what may
be on the tax legislative agenda that w e
are facing come next year.
The first thing, in terms of what's th e
importance of the estimating process t o
the tax legislative process, many peopl e
know a fair amount about this . Obviously,
our scoring of tax provisions is control ling for all budget points of order. It controls what decisions can be made or no t
made about how tax legislation is shape d
and goes through the process . There's a
lot of, I would have to say, confusion some times about what we do and don't do i n
the estimating process .
J .D ., at the outset, alluded to the notion of static estimates . Indeed, as we indicated when we testified before a Join t
House-Senate Budget Committee hearing
in January of 1995, the process that th e
Joint Committee currently employs fo r
doing revenue estimating takes into ac count significant behavioral responses .
And the quality of these estimates varies ,
depending on the complexity of the behavior that is being predicted . Let me jus t
give you two simple examples of how th e
quality of these estimates can vary. On e
big proposal from this past summer was a
child credit . We have pretty good data o n
how many people in this country have
children and file tax returns . We do no t
predict a large behavioral response to th e
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child credit . There were some article s
written suggesting that somehow that wa s
the reason it was being done . That is, not
as far as we know, what was up . So that
estimate is one that we feel highly confident about in terms of accuracy.
By contrast, and just to illustrate how
the underlying data sources can dramatically affect how reliable the estimates are ,
consider a proposal enacted last yea r
which was a provision to provide an adoption credit . Now, the difficulty with estimating the adoption credit was basically
having information about the underlyin g
number of adoptions . There's no specifi c
data source that tells us that type of information . So our basic assumption abou t
baseline, the current baseline of adoptions, was one that we had to put togethe r
through a variety of data sources . An d
then, on top of that, we had to predic t
how much of a behavioral response woul d
occur with respect to the availability of
the credit . These two examples just illustrate how critical underlying data is and
the complexity of predicting behavioral
response in generating the revenue estimate that ultimately becomes part of th e
overall estimate of the bill .
There are a variety of other areas i n
which estimating has now come into pla y
beyond just the basic scoring . We have
added a number of responsibilities t o
those that the Joint Committee has in the
legislative process beyond just revenu e
scoring . Unfunded mandates is legislatio n
that was enacted, I believe, in 1995 . I t
requires us to identify the extent to which
legislation will impose unfunded man dates on either state and local government, or on the private sector. So that' s
another example of where our estimatin g
responsibility plays a key role in how legislation gets considered .
The line item veto is a recent addition to the things that the Joint Commit tee has to do . We have to identify th e
number of beneficiaries of revenue losin g
provisions . If there are fewer than 100 i n
any given year, that item goes on a list of
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the items that the President may exercis e
his line item veto authority on . So we have
to not only be able to estimate the revenue consequence in the aggregate, bu t
the number of taxpayers that would b e
impacted in any particular year.
For those of you that followed thi s
summer's activity on line item veto, it wa s
kind of interesting to watch, if you didn' t
have anything else to do in August . It wa s
interesting because it was a historical first .
It was the first time that the President exercised his line item veto authority on a
tax bill . The process, the way it works, i s
that the bill that goes to the President iden tifies all those items subject to line ite m
veto . The Joint Committee creates that
list . That becomes the list from which th e
President may choose . The President ha s
five days from the day he signs the bill t o
decide where he will exercise his line ite m
veto authority . The list that went with th e
tax bill this summer had 79 items on it ,
which I think surprised a lot of peopl e
because of the number of items . It, I
think, surprised people because som e
believed what the line item veto was about
was identifying bad stuff. It's purely a
mathematical determination ; it is not a
subjective determination . The Whit e
House went into something of a panic i n
that five-day period trying to decide wha t
they were going to exercise the line ite m
veto authority on .
Just to give you a little glimpse at how
it went, it was about two days before th e
deadline and I received a phone call fro m
John Hilly who's the Special Legislative As sistant to the President . And he said ,
"We've got it narrowed down to five item s
and we'd like to know your view o f
whether these are good or bad tax policy ."
And I said, "Well go ahead, John, what' s
the first one?" He said, "It's the provision
dealing with alcoholic apple cider ." H e
said, "What does that do?" I said, "John ,
it's simple . Under current law, alcoholi c
apple cider is taxed as wine . This would
tax it as beer ." And he said, "Well, is that
the right tax treatment?" I said, "Abso -

lutely not, John ." He says, "Well, what i s they are all sitting in the front row here .
the right tax treatment?" I said, "Well, i t Not all the attention we've gotten has bee n
probably should be taxed as gasoline ." He positive . However, the criticism tends t o
says, "What do you mean?" And I said , come from the right and the left . In fact ,
"Have you ever tasted this stuff, John? " I sort of view it as a good week when Th e
About two weeks later, I mentioned this Washington Post editorial page attacks u s
to Don Alexander, who is a former Com- at the same time that The Wall Street Jourmissioner of the IRS, and he said,"Oh, yes , nal does . I'll give you one good example .
we were in Nantucket one time and ran Recently, not too long ago, The Wall Stree t
out of gas and put that stuff in a Jeep an d Journal editorial page, for which To m
it ran just fine ." So line item veto is an - Herman does not write, called all of my
other example of where our estimatin g estimating staff"gnomes ." Now, I decide d
comes into play. Distributional analysis , to go look up the definition of gnomes .
which has become quite significant i n Webster's defines gnomes as an "ageles s
terms of the political focus is another.
and often deformed dwarf of folklore wh o
Finally, we estimate indirect revenu e lives in the earth and usually guards pre effects from spending changes . A goo d cious ores or treasures ." Now, I can asexample of this, one that was quite dra- sure you that the estimating staff satisfie s
matic, was the legislation considered las t none of these definitional characteristics .
summer as part of the health care bill t o For example, the Deputy Chief of Staff of
provide for mental health parity in th e the Joint Committee for Estimating i s
case of health insurance coverage . Th e Bernie Schmidt . He's 6'4", lives in conindirect revenue effect, which was score d ventional, above-ground housing in Fairfa x
by CBO in analyzing this provision, wa s County. While I'm sure he wishes he wa s
in the many billions of dollars because o f ageless, that is regrettably not the case .
the assumption that if mental health par- So we do endure our number of criticism s
ity were imposed on an across-the-boar d from time to time .
basis, there would be a dramatic shift i n
Let me turn your attention to wha t
the mix of taxable versus non-taxabl e the Joint Committee has done in the past
wages in the economy. The reason we three years in the estimating area . As soo n
assumed that would be the case is that th e as I became Chief of Staff, one of the firs t
level of health care premiums would ris e official responsibilities I had was to tesif mental health parity were imposed, an d tify at a fairly unusual joint hearing of th e
as a consequence, the taxable wage s House and Senate Budget Committee s
would decline and tax-exempt wage s looking into the estimating process . Tha t
would rise . Our estimate of the provision hearing was well attended . Our writte n
adopted on the Senate floor — with, b y testimony on it I would refer you to as a
the way, no mention of its revenue cos t good summary of what we do, essentially ,
— I believe exceeded $200 billion if we in the revenue estimating process . I t
took into account the potential effect o n talked about the basic calculation of al l
Medicare and Medicaid as well . As the revenue estimates, the significance of th e
process unfolded, that revenue conse- revenue baseline set by CBO and th e
quence became quite significant . The pro- macroeconomic forecast that CBO puts
vision that was ultimately enacted was a out at the beginning of each year. It talke d
much scaled-back version of that particu- about the econometric and statistica l
lar proposal .
simulation models that we use in doin g
Probably the best evidence of the im- our revenue estimating . The key factor s
portance of revenue estimating is the at- that are used in the preparation of revenu e
tention that it has received from the me- estimates, the anticipated behavioral redia . For those of you who don't know, sponse, interactions, and the effect o n
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compliance and enforcement . And it als o sequence of a proposed legislative change .
identified the extent to which we do no t That is something that we have watche d
take into account certain behavioral re- closely in terms of how it has affected th e
sponses, specifically changes that may o r legislative process .
may not occur with respect t o
The next thing that we did was o n
macroeconomic indicators, such as labo r May 18, 1995 . We announced a numbe r
supply, interest rates, inflation rate, an d of steps to try to improve both the public' s
others . That is the one area in which ou r understanding of the revenue estimatin g
estimates do not take into account behav- process and to try to work to improve our
ioral response . That is a consequence o f own capability . We announced the crea number of factors, not the least of whic h ation of a Joint Committee Advisory Board
is our own interpretation of the current consisting of outside experts to give u s
budget law that mandates that we utiliz e input . We indicated that we would begin
the CBO economic baseline for purpose s providing macroeconomic analysis of ma of our revenue estimating . As you wil l jor tax legislation, at least in a descriptive
hear later today, beyond that legal impedi - form . We also indicated that we were
ment, there are some significant limita- opening up to the public our models that
tions on the state of the technology i n we use to the extent that they did no t
terms of how reliable the models that hav e contain taxpayer protected information .
been developed are in their ability to pre- We also indicated at that time that we
dict macroeconomic changes . But tha t were going to initiate further efforts to im hearing began a process by which w e prove the sophistication of our estimatin g
sought to explore ways in which that w e process and to begin examining wha t
thought we could improve both the esti- would be necessary to be able to take int o
mating process and the public's under- account macroeconomic effects of majo r
tax legislation in the future .
standing about what we do .
Following that, because of some con Probably the next significant develcern
about the extent to which we wer e
opment in this whole picture was one tha t
was not well-publicized but which, in m y taking into account behavioral effects i n
judgment, is quite significant . And tha t estimates already, we published in Octo was the decision of CBO in analyzing th e ber of 1995 an article describing all of th e
balanced budget proposal to incorporat e behavioral assumptions that we were tak what essentially is a macroeconomic ef- ing into account in our capital gains esti fect or assumption . The fiscal dividen d mate . Capital gains is a very — it's one o f
which CBO credited to essentially any se- those very sensitive areas . People fee l
rious proposal to reach a balanced bud- very strongly about it . It tends to verge
get by the year 2002 included the assump - into the theological as opposed to th e
tion that there would be a $170 billion fis - economic, if you look closely at what i s
cal dividend . If you look closely at th e frequently said . But we published an arnature of the fiscal dividend, it constitute s ticle that essentially laid out all of our be what is essentially a form o f havioral assumptions . This was partly i n
macroeconomic estimating because it in - response to a number of Wall Street Jourcorporates the assumption that there will nal editorials criticizing us for not recog be at least some favorable developmen t nizing the simple fact that people would
with respect to GDP growth rates as a con - sell assets if there was a cut in the capita l
sequence of Congress reaching a balanced gains rate . Those assertions were not acbudget . When looked at closely, what you curate, as was very clear from the inforsee is that it is a form essentially takin g mation that we laid out in the Octobe r
into account a change in th e article . For example, the article noted tha t
macroeconomic forecast, which is a con - our assumption was that a capital gain s
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cut, specifically an exclusion of 50% ,
which was the old law prior to the 198 6
Act, would result in induced realizations ,
that is realizations over and above wha t
the CBO baseline projected, of over $1 . 5
trillion in the first 10 years after enactmen t
of such legislation . To put that in perspective, the actual realizations from the yea r
1954 to 1994 were $2 .79 trillion . So 4 0
years of realizations were $2 .79 trillion .
Our estimate assumed that the first 1 0
years after enactment of a 50% exclusion ,
that the total realizations would be $3 .9 7
trillion . So that our predictions was that
the first 10 years would exceed the prio r
40 years by over $1 trillion .
Now, frankly, I think that's kind of dynamic, myself. And I will say that there i s
disagreement within the economic community as to whether we're too optimistic or not optimistic enough . We feel tha t
the position we've taken is quite defensible . But the purpose of publishing th e
article is really to help people understan d
what it is we do . I will say that the articl e
was not published, at least totally, in response to The Wall Street journal editorial that featured my picture . Now let m e
just tell you, if you see your own pictur e
on the editorial page, it is not a good sign .
If the article begins by saying the following : "Most Americans probably assume
that Newt Gingrich or Bob Dole or som e
other elected Republican runs Congress .
Not so . At least regarding tax policy, th e
real man in charge seems to be an otherwise obscure Beltway lawyer named Kenneth Kies ." You know you're in troubl e
when it starts that way and, trust me, i t
went downhill from there . Later on they
called me a "lawyer-lobbyist" and other assorted insults .
We also, by the way, did not publis h
this article in response to a false press re lease that was given out in the House an d
Senate press galleries in the Fall of 1995 .
This press release — I got a call from th e
Press Gallery about 4 :30 in the afternoo n
and they said, "You know, we've got a
press release over here that's got your

name and Grover Norquist's name on it ,
but we're not sure that it's on the level ."
So I said, "Well, would you shoot it ove r
to me?" The heading on it is "Rich will go
back in time to cash in more capital gain s
in 1995 if GOP tax plan is adopted, say s
Joint Committee on Taxation ." Now, I'll
just give you a little bit of an excerpt fro m
it . It's entitled "Time Machine Hypothesi s
Endorsed ." It says : "According to the Join t
Committee, realized capital gains on calendar year 1995 returns will soar by $12 5
billion if the not-yet-to-be-enacted but ret roactive to January 1995 capital gains cu t
is included . `We are confident that welloff taxpayers will find a way to go back i n
time and realize far more capital gains i n
1995 than they actually did,' says Join t
Committee Chief of Staff Ken Kies . In fact ,
this hypothesis has been well-establishe d
in the economics literature since the day s
of H .G .Wells . Kies said his theory abou t
the time machine explains why he encour aged Congressional Republicans to ignore
approximately $13 billion in apparent fiscal 1996 year revenue losses in the retroactive capital gains measure . If you don' t
believe in time travel, then our figures will
look way off,' Kies said . But we believe i t
in strongly."
For the record, I've never actuall y
met with Grover Norquist, although allegedly he and I issued this press release together. It was picked up in The Wall Stree t
journal editorial page two days later, o f
course . No, just kidding .
The next thing that we did was in
January of 1996, we announced a one-yea r
program in which we were going to g o
out to expert economic modelers from a
wide kind of range or spectrum and as k
them to tell us how they would go abou t
predicting the macroeconomic effects o f
two major tax restructuring proposals ,
one, a flat income tax, and the other, a
broad-based consumption tax . We essentially wanted to get input from as wide a
range of people that do this kind of wor k
as we could . That year-long project, whic h
was headed up by Peter Taylor, Pa m
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Moomau and Bill Sutton of our staff, involved presenting to those modelers wh o
wanted to participate these two basic prototype proposals : A set of economic assumptions, and then a series of question s
that we were asking each of them to answer. The next panel will talk in detail
about what this involved . But let me jus t
share with you some of the interestin g
parts of it .
One of the more interesting parts o f
how these processes work — and for lawyers, this was a new experience — is tha t
they present this set of questions to eac h
of the modelers and then they have a series of meetings where each modeler presents their preliminary results . It's essentially a bunch of people sitting around th e
table telling each other why they're righ t
and the other guy is wrong . But what i t
does is it imposes a very significant discipline on people to go back and rethin k
the initial conclusions that they hav e
reached . That whole process then led t o
a symposium that we held on January 1 7
of this year . The publication that we released today is the culmination of that pro cess and a complete report on what w e
learned in that process . And as I said, th e
next panel will spend much of its time de scribing, not only how the project was pu t
together, but what was learned from it .
Let me just tell you a couple of thing s
I think we've learned from this process .
The first is that many people still don' t
understand what we do . Many people stil l
believe we do static revenue estimate s
which, as Jim Miller said, is defined a s
"take whatever is the current law and jus t
assume that if you change the tax rate ,
there is no behavioral response and yo u
simply analyze something on the assumption that everybody does exactly wha t
they were doing before ." As I describe d
in my analysis of the capital gain estimate ,
that clearly is not what we do .
So, part of our job is still to help edu cate, and help people understand what we
do . And, in that context, what we have
learned is the more we share and open
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up what we do, the greater confidence I
think people have in our revenue estimates . In the case of the Speaker and th e
Majority Leader, they were skeptical o f
how reliable our capital gain estimate s
were until we went over and essentially
took them through the entire estimate . I
will say that the Speaker, in particular, ha s
been quite supportive of our work as a
consequence of learning more about th e
extent to which we already do take int o
account behavioral responses .
Another thing we've learned from th e
project, and I think it's what your panelists will tell you, is that while a lot of goo d
work and very fine work was done by th e
people that participated in this project ,
we still have a long way to go before w e
will feel confident that we would recommend using the macroeconomic analysi s
in the actual scoring for budget purpose s
of major tax legislation . I think, however,
the CBO experience with the fiscal dividend tells us that it's not something that
necessarily is, in any way, out of reach .
Clearly we have also learned that the more
that we provide macroeconomic analysi s
to Members of Congress who are responsible for making the key decisions abou t
tax policy, the better informed their decisions will be . And for that reason, we wil l
continue the effort that we have under way to try and help educate people abou t
both what we do now and the ways i n
which we can improve our product .
Let me just talk about why I think thi s
is significant in terms of the legislativ e
agenda that's ahead . Clearly, there is very
strong interest in significantly restructur ing the federal tax system . One of th e
reasons we started this project is that w e
believed that if there was one context i n
which macroeconomic effects might b e
significant, it was in the context of majo r
restructuring proposals . And clearly the
agenda for major restructuring was alread y
in place three years ago, and continues t o
be very high, I think, on the legislativ e
agenda as we go into 1998 .
I want to reveal today that I've jus t

come across a new restructuring idea tha t
I'll share for the first time here . This on e
suddenly hit me when I was watching one
of the programs on C-SPAN that was being conducted Congressman Ro b
Portman, Congressman Bunning, Congressman Boehner, and a couple of othe r
members in Ohio . One of the members, I
think it was Mr. Boehner, stood up an d
asked the crowd which form of tax re structuring they would prefer? And at first
he said, "How many out there would lik e
a sales tax?" A bunch of people raised thei r
hands . "How many would like a value added tax?" A bunch of people raised their
hands . "How many would like a flat in come tax?" A bunch of people raised thei r
hands . "How many like the current system?" Three people raised their hands . I t
suddenly hit me . "I've got it . How do we
bring everybody together? We simply le t
everybody elect which one they want ." S o
we'll have a one-time election and you ' v e
got to file a form . If you want to be on a
sales tax, you check the sales tax . If yo u
want to be on the VAT, you check the VAT .
Now I told my staff yesterday I shouldn' t
actually mention this publicly becaus e
believe it or not, we've been asked to estimate this for the District of Columbia .
So somebody actually thought it was serious . Of course in the District, anythin g
can go . But please do not report that that' s
the latest proposal out of the Joint Committee . However, I would say that th e
outlook and the likelihood of major restructuring legislation in the near futur e
is quite real . And I would just offer up fo r
your consideration the fact that there hav e
been at least four or five major developments within the past six months that I
think significantly change the prospect fo r
a major tax reform within the not-too-distant future, and I would say the next tw o
years .
The first development is the problems that the Internal Revenue Service ha s
encountered . Clearly, the Congress's action on the IRS Restructuring bill this pas t
fall, which is likely to see completion by

early spring, is a manifestation, not onl y
that there are concerns about how the IR S
is doing, but it also reflects a more basi c
concern about the current tax system .
Clearly not all the problems of the IRS ar e
their responsibility. Clearly a significan t
component of the problems that they hav e
relates to the complex system that the y
are asked to administer . And so the focu s
on the IRS problems has heightened, I
believe, interest in trying to explore som e
fundamental reform of the current tax system .
A second significant development i s
the perception that the 1997 Act made th e
law even more complex . Now, this i s
where I will pick on Tom Herman . Torn
reported in his column that many believe ,
or at least some — I always like that, many ,
some, who are these people, anyway —
but that some believe that Chairman Archer intentionally made the 1997 tax bill
complex, as a sort of sadistic form of Chinese water torture, to try and caus e
people to finally say "I give ." I have to as sure you that the process isn't that fine tuned, number one . And number two, it' s
not Chairman Archer's style anyway to d o
something like that . But, that notwithstanding, there is a perception the law' s
become even more complex . I will, jus t
as a footnote to this point, say that th e
Congress did not get credit, which it di d
deserve, for some significant simplifications contained in this past summer's legislation . And for those of you that misse d
these items, let me just bring them to you r
attention . The increase in the threshol d
for making estimated tax payments eliminates the need for 250,000 taxpayers t o
make estimated payments every year. Th e
provision that increases the threshold be fore there is an obligation to file a tax re turn for a dependent child because he o r
she has earned an unearned income, wil l
itself eliminate the requirement to file 1 . 2
million tax returns next year. The provision dealing with the gain on the sale o f
principal residences will effectively eliminate the need for most of the 63 millio n
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American homeowners to retain record s
with respect to the basis that they have i n
their principal residence, which is reall y
a rather significant simplification and re lief from a recordkeeping burden .
Almost everywhere that I've gone i n
the United States and mentioned this provision, the response has been wholeheartedly enthusiastic, with one exception .
Last June, I went up to New York City lat e
in the afternoon to give a speech to a
group called the PrincetonTax Club . Now
for those of you who do not know who
these people are, they are the premiere
tax lawyers in New York City. And on th e
way up on the plane, I was thinking tha t
they're going to want to talk about som e
fairly sophisticated stuff, like what's happening on Section 355 spinoffs, possibl y
some complicated some Subpart F provisions, whether the Treasury's financia l
product legislation is going anywhere —
they are a little slow in NewYork to catc h
up on things — and other things like that .
So I get there and the first 15 minutes wa s
devoted to them complaining tha t
$ 500,000 wasn't nearly enough . Did I un derstand that in NewYork City people ha d
houses in the Hamptons and on Park Avenue? Couldn't there possibly be some
geographic adjustment to reflect this peculiar situation that they face? And finall y
I said, "I've just got to tell you guys, I fee l
your pain, but this isn't going anywhere . "
So other than in New York City, everybody
seems to like the exclusion fairly much .
Another development, and this on e
I would have to put as what I would vie w
perhaps the most significant change in th e
profile or the picture that we're lookin g
at in terms of tax reform, and that is th e
prospect of surpluses on the horizon . Just
to put in perspective here, CBO, at th e
beginning of September, was projecting
that by Fiscal Year 2002, we would have a
surplus of $32 billion . It would dip th e
following year. Don't be alarmed, it isn' t
because they're predicting a recession o r
anything, it's a consequence of som e
rather bizarre little things we had to do
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with estimated payments to get the Year
2002 right . But after we get through tha t
little problem, it does start to climb again .
It goes to $ 29 billion in 2004, $ 36 in 2005 ,
$72 in 2006, $86 billion by 2007 . That
was the beginning of September. The y
also predicted at the beginning of September that the budget deficit for Fiscal 199 7
was going to be $34 billion . It ended a
month later at $22 billion . Don't jump t o
the conclusion that you can carry out that
kind of change and assume it's going t o
affect all those out-year estimates . But
what it does tell us is that by the time w e
get to January and CBO does its ne w
baseline, we could easily, as I think wa s
predicted by Mr. Glassman, be looking at
being in balance possibly by 1999 or th e
year 2000, rather than 2002 .
Why is that significant to tax reform ?
The reason I think it's quite significant i s
that up until this time, any major restruc turing proposal assumed that it would b e
revenue neutral . What that necessarily
means is that for every winner there is a
loser. The one thing we know about the
political process is that losers are more
vocal than winners for two reasons : A)
they think they're going to be losers, B )
winners don't believe they're going to b e
winners, even if they are going to be winners . As a consequence, a revenue neutral tax reform proposal necessarily wa s
one that would attract at least as much op position as support . And clearly it's easie r
to stop something going through Congress
than it is to get it through . I think Senator Byrd would confirm that for us .
Why does the surplus situatio n
change things? Because it's very possible
that some or all of the surplus could b e
used to actually pay for the cost of revenue-losing tax restructuring proposal .
That dramatically changes the potential
political dynamic, because we could hav e
substantially more winners than losers an d
thus actually enact what the 1986Act wa s
designed to create the illusion of . Fo r
those of you who recall the 1986 Act, it
was represented as a tax cut for individu-

als . Well, it was if you ignored the fac t
that there was $100 billion tax increas e
on the corporate sector, which of cours e
we know no one really pays . It's actually
paid by these gnomes or somebody. But
if you don't believe that and you actually
believe corporate taxes are paid by individuals, then the Tax Reform Act of 1986
wasn't a tax cut in the aggregate for anybody because it was in the aggregate itself revenue neutral .
What I'm talking about is the possibility that we could actually enact a tax
reform that indeed was a tax cut for a sub stantial number of taxpayers . I think tha t
is a dramatically different picture that we
could be facing, both politically and i n
terms of support throughout the country .
So, I view that as a very significant change
in the picture that we are facing .
The other significant developmen t
goes back to the IRS restructuring . It' s
the position that the President took on thi s
particular legislation . For those of yo u
that followed IRS restructuring, you kno w
that the President and the Secretary of th e
Treasury, up until two days before the leg islation was marked up in the Ways an d
Means Committee, was adamantly op posed to the legislation . On that Tuesday
before the Wednesday mark-up, at least i n
the words of Chairman Archer, the President demonstrated "an amazing degree of
intellectual dexterity." In other words, he
flipped . And, not only came out not op posing it, but came out fairly significantl y
supporting it . What that lesson tells us i s
that the President will, in the right circumstance, possibly change his position on a n
issue that he looked like he was prett y
locked in concrete on .
The other thing that has happene d
as a result of that IRS restructuring situa tion, is that the White House itself is now
talking seriously about coming out with
its own tax reform proposal as part of th e
President's State of the Union address on
January 27 . That represents a very significant change of direction for the Whit e
House and the Administration from the

position they've taken on this issue for th e
past four or five years . Just remember how
we got the 1986 Act . It was because a
Republican President joined with a Demo cratic Speaker of the House, and a Demo cratic Chairman of the Ways and Mean s
Committee, and agreed to do tax reform .
If this President, a Democrat, joins wit h
the Republican leadership in the Hous e
and Senate, and agrees to do tax reform ,
it will dramatically change the likelihood
that this legislation could come to closur e
within the next year or two .
And so, coming back to the subjec t
of this Conference, the work that has bee n
done by both the Joint Committee staff
and the modelers who participated in it
is quite significant . I want to personally
express my thanks to those people, as wel l
as to Jane Gravelle, who did a lot of extr a
work in addition to the work on her own
model in evaluating the differences, an d
to the commentators who participated i n
the symposium . The work that all of the m
have clone, I think, is quite important ,
because it could have a significant practi cal application, at least in terms of th e
decision-making process that the Congres s
may have to go through in the next yea r
or two, if indeed it does take up tax reform legislation .
I want to conclude with one word of
caution . And that's to say that we have t o
step back and realize what revenue estimating is all about, and what a revenu e
estimate is . A revenue estimate is nothing more than that : It is an estimate . Th e
one thing we are 100 percent certain o f
when we put out a revenue estimate i s
that it is wrong . Why? The statistical like lihood that we could get the number exactly right is about one in a million . An d
the point I'm really making here is, it's an
estimate . It is our best judgment, taking
into account frequently a complex set of
baseline pieces of factual information ,
combined with having to exercise significant subjective judgment about how no t
only individual taxpayers, but th e
economy generally, may react . So w e
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m
should not place too much weight on sli
ply making decisions based upon numbers
alone . And that's really the point . It's a
tool for Congress in making its decisions ,
but it should not be the tool that controls
decision-making . It should be part of th e
process .
And I guess I would conclude just by
referring you to an observation that Mik e
Grats made in a similar vein about distributional analysis . Mike Grats wrote a n
article saying that we shouldn't do distributional analysis anymore because it i s
inherently flawed in terms of what it actually measures, and as a consequence, i t
gets Congress to thinking that this can tel l
you the exact answer, when indeed i t
doesn't really do that . The final excerp t
that Grats had in his article might well be
one that we keep in mind in thinkin g
about revenue estimating generally. He
said, "Congress today seems to want ta x
policy-making to turn on simple, numerical answers, reminiscent of the super-com puter Deep Thought, who in the scienc e
fiction classic, The Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy, revealed that the answer to
the great question of life, the universe and
everything else, was 42 ." Thank you ver y
much, and I will be happy to take an y
questions you might have .
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Panel One: What We've
Learned and Wher e
We're Going
Moderator : Gerald Godshaw ,
Ph.D., Economist and Partner,
Arthur Andersen LLP
I see I got the fun part of introducing the people who really did do the work .
And I don't want to spend a lot of tim e
talking about what they did, I'll let the m
do that . But I think it does serve us al l
well to recognize that what they have
done so far really represents a beginning,
in terms of analyzing alternative tax re form packages, or income tax refor m
packages, and what the impact is on th e
economy. It's a first step to dynamic revenue estimates, which then could be use d
to estimate what the impact would b e
from a macro perspective of individual tax
provisions . And I think what you're goin g
to hear now is the panel of the three prin cipal authors of the Joint Committee re port, which is in front of you on you r
tables .
First will be Peter Taylor, who is a
Ph .D . economist, and has spent recently
a year on a leave of absence at the Ai r
Force Academy while he was still in th e
employ of the Joint Committee . Prior t o
that he was with the Senate Budget Committee as an economist, and had serve d
on the President's Council of Economic
Advisors . Peter will address primarily th e
macro-simulation models that they use d
in terms of analyzing the alternative taxes .
That is, two types of alternative tax bases ,
a comprehensive income tax and a consumption based tax . And I'm not going to
interrupt him once he begins . After tha t
you'll hear from Pamela Moomau, wh o
also is a Ph .D . economist and who ha s
been at the Joint Committee for a numbe r
of years . Prior to that she was a professo r
at Tulane University, where she receive d
her Ph .D . Pamela will then address th e
issue of where do we go from here . Onc e
we have these revenue simulations, where

do we go from here in terms of assessin g
how we use these types of simulation results in analyzing individual tax provisions .
Also participating, but not loudly, is William Sutton, who is a more senior economist at the joint Committee . Bill has bee n
at Price Waterhouse and the Joint Committee on and off, and probably has a lo t
of experience in corporate taxation, an d
will be available for any questions an d
answers, and probably to assist his tw o
colleagues . So, without any further ado ,
Peter Taylor.

Peter Taylor, Ph .D., Senio r
Economist, Joint Tax Committee
Thanks, Gerry. And also thanks t o
J .D . This is my second opportunity t o
speak to this group . I spoke three years
ago up in New York City, and that was a
pleasure, and it's nice to be here again
today.
Today, I want to talk about, focus a
bit more on the project and the symposium that we held . I'm going to ask Bill
to handle the charts because it's kind of a
long reach . Well, Ken's talked a bit abou t
the motivations here, and I won't dwel l
on them, except to say what you see here
is an interest in tax proposals, recent interest in tax proposals wit h
macroeconomic effects that may affec t
revenue estimates . And what are we talk ing about here in terms of macro effects ?
I'm going to just define terms so that we'r e
talking about the same things . What are
macro effects that we're talking about ?
These are changes in, say, GDP, whic h
could affect the size of the income ta x
base, affect the size of excise tax base .
Other types of macro-effects : Changes i n
interest rates which can have an effect o n
the shares of income taxed at different
rates, such as net interest flows and dividends . And of course it can affect th e
costs of servicing the national debt . Included in those variables could also b e
changes in the unemployment rate ,
changes in exchange rates, all of thes e
have some effect on the deficit, on the

revenues, and on the macro economy . S o
with that in mind, let me just touch o n
points that Ken made .
One, of course, was the Budget Com mittee hearing that was held in 1995 ,
which I participated in as a member o f
the staff of the Budget Committee, where ,
as you can see here, conclusions were tha t
further study and more experimentatio n
were needed to look at these macro effects . As Ken mentioned, he announce d
an initiative in early of 1995 to look a t
these issues . And one of those aspects wa s
to look at existing macro models, and thu s
the modeling project was born .
Well, let's talk a bit about the goal s
of the project . A number of modeling approaches exist out there . We wanted to
compare them in order to determine
where there was a consensus, pinpoin t
areas of disagreement, and understan d
why modelers disagreed . So this is a gen eral point about understanding compute r
model generated macro effects of ta x
policy. The second reason is to determin e
the accuracy and speed with whic h
macroeconomic effects of tax proposal s
could be produced, in order to explor e
how these macro effects could be included in the revenue estimating process .
So this is about more specifically how ca n
you get these — how does one go abou t
taking these into account, these effect s
into the budget process ?
Revenue estimates must be precis e
and accurate in order to be of value to th e
budget process, which requires point revenue estimates : single number revenu e
estimates for judging legislative points o f
order regarding tax proposals . Becaus e
tax proposals are constantly evolving, an d
because the JCT deals with so many o f
them, revenue estimates have to be don e
quickly. So, are models that estimat e
macro effects up to the task? While setting up the project in early 1996,1 shoul d
say I came aboard the JCT in July of 1995 ,
and when this all started, we talked about
how to proceed, and in early 1996 the JC T
enlisted nine economic modelers to simu -
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late the repercussions of several generi c
tax restructuring proposals that were for mulated by the JCT staff, with the assistance of the modelers . Criteria for participation included having an existing
macro model used for ongoing analysis o f
tax policy. From this group of modelers ,
we picked a number of modelers to represent a wide range of modeling approaches .
What are the modeling approache s
that we looked at, or that we included ?
First one is a category known as neo-clas sical growth models . And two models tha t
represent this class, one is Jane Gravelle' s
model, and another is Gary Robbins' . Bot h
of them will be on the next panel . An d
these models focus on long-run propertie s
in the economy, such as the importanc e
of capital formation and work effort to
long-run growth .
The second category was econometric forecasting models . This include d
macroeconomic advisors model, a mode l
by Coopers & Lybrand, and also the DR I
McGraw-Hill forecasting model that's bee n
in existence for quite a while . This grou p
includes long-run properties that are i n
the neo-classical growth models, but the y
also consider short-run disruptions t o
things like prices and unemployment tha t
can be caused by tax law changes .
The third group is intertempora l
models, which are represented by the Ful lerton-Rogers Model . Diane Rogers is here
in the audience, although I don't thin k
she's going to be speaking . Also, th e
Auerbach-Kotlikoff-Smetters-Wallace r
Model, that's a mouthful, with most of th e
work being done by Ken Smetters and Ja n
Wallacer at CBO . I should mention tha t
Diane is from CBO as well . Also represented is the Engen-Gale Model . Eric is
from the Federal Reserve Board, and Bil l
Gale is at the Brookings Institution . An d
Eric will be speaking later. And in addition there is the Jorgensen-Wilcoxse n
Model . There are two types of thes e
intertemporal models . One type use s
overlapping generations of families who
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consider the tradeoff between present an d
future consumption and workoff effort .
Tax effects on returns to saving and wor k
effort over a lifetime are taken into ac count . The remaining model here is th e
JW Model, which takes into accoun t
intertemporal concerns through the eye s
of an infinitely lived, representative agent .
The group met a number of time s
over the year to define the proposals, for mulate a framework for th e
macroeconomic simulations, and to discuss progress . I should say I think one of
the features that's been most valuable t o
the whole process is our ability to standardize the experiment across models . In
that way we were able to, I think, isolat e
the real underlying differences between
the models . Many of these models hav e
been in existence for a while, but it has
been difficult to compare the results . And
so we wanted to get everybody workin g
on the same page, and hope that woul d
be more revealing .
The symposium was held last January, and it presented results of the exercise, and had the modelers and other ex perts comment .
Turning to the simulations, the JC T
submitted to the modelers for analysis tw o
single tax rate restructuring alternative s
to the current income tax system . On e
was a broad-based, unified income tax ,
and the other one was a consumption tax .
Depending on modeling capabilities of th e
models, the modelers could simulate th e
consumption tax as either a VAT, subtrac tion method VAT, or a consumption-base d
flat tax which would be a tax on certai n
forms of income . And this is the flat tax
which is similar to ones that have been in
the news .
Now the measures of the economy
that we tried to look at included suc h
things as consumption, income, investment, capital stock, labor force, wages ,
interest rates . We wanted to look at th e
changes in the variables that result fro m
these alternative tax structures, and com pare them to a current law baselin e

economy : What were the difference s
when you shocked the economy o r
changed the structure of the tax code i n
the economy ?
More detail on the restructuring pro posals : The unified tax was specified t o
eliminate taxes on dividends, on the retained earnings portion of capital gains ,
eliminate all personal itemized deduction s
and tax credits, eliminate deductions an d
exclusions for non-wage income, including employer-paid payroll taxes and contributions for health and life insurance . Al l
types of pension plan contributions woul d
no longer be excluded from tax ; social insurance and pension benefits would be ex empt from tax upon receipt . To provide a
basic level of earned income not subjec t
to tax, an income credit was provided .
The remaining household income and al l
business income would then be subjec t
to a constant tax rate that would be determined by the models .
The VAT and the consumption taxes :
The first consumption tax alternative was ,
as I said, a subtraction method VAT tha t
would replace all income taxes . Notably ,
it would allow immediate expensing of all
purchases of depreciable investments .
The consumption-based flat tax alternative could be constructed from the VAT
by removing wages from the employer ta x
base of the VAT structure and making i t
taxable at the household level using th e
same constant tax rate that is applied t o
the business . To make sure that the ta x
bases of the two consumption tax alternatives conform to each other for simulation and comparison purposes, element s
of the taxes are assumed to be identical ,
such as border adjustability and the in come credit . Now, consequently, the alternatives are not intended to represent
any active legislative proposal . Indeed ,
the goal of the exercise was to revie w
macroeconomic effects in general and no t
to evaluate any specific proposals .
Reasons for picking these simulations : Well, the macro effects related t o
broader integrated tax base and single tax

rate . The reason for choosing the unifie d
income tax simulation partly was to inspect the impact of an integrated tax bas e
that is broader than the one associate d
with the present law income tax . So firs t
we're looking at the issue of looking at th e
playing field . We're talking about a
smoother playing field here . We're talking about a larger playing field . Secondly,
a single tax rate puts business and personal income decisions on equal footin g
across income classes and forms a business financial structure . I guess this is th e
smoothing of the field .
Incentives to saving capital formatio n
and work effort : The consumption tax removes the tax burden on saving and test s
the sensitivity of work effort and investing to decreases in the prices of capital
services relative to labor.
We had a number of framework assumptions for the simulations in order t o
make sure we were holding as many othe r
variables constant as possible . Key to thi s
exercise was having the modelers explicitly hold the government deficit unchanged from baseline levels . To do this ,
first, real government purchases were hel d
at baseline levels, then each modeler calculated the flat tax rate necessary in thei r
model to hold the real government deficit unchanged at baseline levels . This offsets tax base changes resulting from th e
restructuring plans and fiscal changes re sulting from any macroeconomic effect s
that occur. In other words, this was a n
attempt to neutralize macroeconomic effects that could be caused by changes i n
the government deficit so that we coul d
highlight, and focus on the private secto r
behaviors that would be generated b y
changing the tax law. By not zeroing ou t
or neutralizing the federal deficit, yo u
complicate the macro-effects wit h
changes that might occur to the deficit of
various sizes . We wanted to try to focu s
just on what is the tax change doing t o
the macro-economy.
Monetary policy, international secto r
transition tax relief: There were no clear
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monetary rules that could be agreed upo n
by the group, and so models that had mon etary policy capabilities ran alternativ e
consumption tax simulations using different monetary policy assumptions . Also ,
no consensus could be arrived at with regard to the importance of capital flow s
from abroad, and so alternative open an d
closed model simulations were done .
Also, because consumption tax proposal s
often involve transition relief, which coul d
affect the economy during the crucial
short-term budget window, modeler s
were asked to simulate a restructurin g
proposal that included transition relief b y
retaining present law depreciation deductions on existing investments, amon g
other adjustments . Here the point is tha t
with a change to a consumption tax, one
can expect a hit to the value of capital tha t
exists before the enactment of the tax law.
And quite often, where there is a tax bur den, a large tax burden on one group, yo u
can see transition laws, transition rule s
that would come into effect to try t o
soften that . So the point was to try to reduce the hit to old capital, and the question is, with these kinds of transition rule s
that often occur, what kind of an impact
would they have on the macroeconomic
effects? How important would changin g
the details of the restructuring plan, ho w
important would these changes be to estimating the macroeconomic effects? I n
particular, these changes to the proposals
occurred quickly as things were evolving .
How important would it be to take thes e
kinds of changes into account ?
Well, here we've got some results an d
I'll just point out the five groups of table s
and Bill will show you some of the results .
We have a table that looks at the mediumand long-run results from the proposals .
We've got a table that looks at short-ru n
results . As I mentioned, some of the mod elers did simulations where they ran a
transition tax relief scenario and compared that to without transition . We ha d
some simulations where there were alternative monetary policy runs and alterna -
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tive international sector reactions .
In the pamphlet that we've distributed, you can find these five tables wit h
details on the impacts to a number of vari ables, including GDP, labor force, capita l
formation and the savings rate . Just to try
to limit what we look at here, I'm goin g
to focus on just the GDP effects .
Table 1, please . What you can se e
here is that — I think there's a number o f
things to note here . We have the consumption and the unified income tax results for the various modelers and I recommend that you look at the footnotes i n
the pamphlet that's provided . But a num ber of things to note here . One is, I thin k
you see positive consumption tax results .
You can see for the long run that, for th e
most part — in fact all of the estimates —
come out to be positive, that is an increas e
in GDP relative to current law tax baseline .
The second point is that the unified income tax results I think show a mixture
of effects from positive to negative, so th e
implications are not as clear . Third is that
the consumption tax for each model i s
more positive than the income tax simulation .
Second is short-run results . Here I
think the results are much more mixed .
It may be hard to see here, but there are a
number of negative signs appearing i n
front of the short-run results . Many factors are at play here . The intertempora l
models that I mentioned have the effec t
of an increase in work effort and capita l
formation, even in the short run, as th e
tax law change effects the future an d
people can react in those models immediately to those kind of future effects o n
their lives . Neo-classical models, Gravelle ,
Robbins — particularly the Gravelle mode l
— show that not much happens early on .
This is because it's an equilibrium model ,
and in these models, only capital formation has the strong growth effects and i t
takes a long time for these to show up .
In terms of the disequilibrium models, what you see here, where most of th e
negatives are showing up, there are a num -

ber of disruptive effects in labor markets ,
other market disruptions and effects o n
wealth and income to various groups that
can cause the economy to go negative . S o
you see, I think the point here is that de pending on the type of model that you'r e
using and what aspects it takes into ac count, you can get significantly differen t
effects in the short run .
The effects of transition relief: As I
mentioned, quickly I'll just say that what
we see here is that the tax relief that wa s
included, delays or reduces the positive
effects of restructuring . The point bein g
that if you take certain components ou t
of the tax base, you end up with highe r
rates than you otherwise would reducin g
the positive effects .
The next one shows alternative mon etary policy, and what we see is that thi s
adds volatility to the short- and the medium-run results . It shows that the Fe d
has a difficult time, at least according t o
these models, steering the economy in th e
short run as Dr. Rifeschneider from th e
Fed, who was one of the commenters a t
our symposium, mentioned . This is be cause of the unsure size of the price effects and the uncertainty about monetary
policy reactions .
A big area of uncertainty has to d o
with international sector reactions . I n
order to look at this, we tried a numbe r
of the models worked with a close d
economy, didn't consider inflows fro m
abroad or net changes in capital flows
from abroad . We compared that to assumptions about what I would call complete open economy — small economy ,
open model — which allows the flow o f
capital . I think there are two things that
you see . Number one, looking at eac h
model between the two simulations, yo u
see that there can be a difference of between 44% and 200% in the impact of as suming one or the other. So that how yo u
handle the international sector is important .
Second is the absolute variation . Th e
Robbins model here assumes that the U .S .

is a small, completely open economy wit h
unlimited flows of capital to and fro m
abroad, as opposed to other simulation s
here which assume less sizable assump tions about the flow of capital and ge t
smaller results . I think ultimately the an swer probably is that the U .S . economy i s
a large, mostly open economy that fall s
somewhere between the open and th e
closed economy simulations and wher e
exactly is just not clear at this point .
I'll turn to my last graph here . Les sons from modeling macro effects of ta x
proposals : Bill, why don't you just leav e
Table 6 up there and I'll just speak on that
one . Lessons of macro-modeling : Number one, the types of model structure effect the results significantly. Not focusing on this chart for a minute, let me jus t
make a couple of points here . The results ,
as we've seen in Charts 1 through 5 vary
according to whether you're looking at a
disequilibrium model with monetar y
policy sensitivities, an intertempora l
model, or whether or not you're considering the open economy. Differences i n
approaches create differences in the results . Compared to the Gravelle model ,
the more far-sighted aspects of th e
intertemporal model, generates stronge r
labor supply effects, for example, in th e
Jorgensen-Wilcoxsen model and strong
capital formation in the AKSW model ,
which lifts GDP growth even in the shor t
run . Disruption effects and the importance of monetary policy are evident i n
the disequilibrium models and international considerations can greatly affect th e
result . No one all-encompassing mode l
currently available includes all of thes e
different aspects .
Second is behavioral response assumptions affect the results . This table
here shows the assumptions used abou t
the responsiveness of behavior, such a s
savings behavior, labor effort behavior ,
and how it affects the results . The firs t
group of behaviors are called "elasticities, "
and that's because these were assumptions about behaviors that were input int o
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the models . You can see the variation o n
these assumptions . In the first group, th e
range on, say, labor supply elasticity or th e
sensitivity to changes in after-tax wages .
What's the right number here? Well, we
had one commentator, Professor Ballard ,
speak at our symposium who had looke d
at this literature quite a bit . What doe s
the econometric literature say about these
elasticities? Ranges generally seem to fal l
for labor, the uncompensated elasticity, in
the ranges of 0 .2 and below ; he was comfortable with a number like 0 .1 . In term s
of the savings elasticity, he felt that looking at the literature, he was comfortable
with something below 0 .2, ; below 0 .5, he
was less comfortable with . So to try t o
give you an idea, there is a significan t
range of assumptions that were used .
The assumption on savings elasticit y
was particularly large for the Robbin s
model, which had the extra assumptio n
of the open economy. In this model, interest rates return back down to baselin e
levels, which had a pretty big effect o n
the size of the macro impacts, as you can
see from the earlier tables .
These elasticities are criticized — o r
I should say, the drawbacks to this approach, by assuming these elasticities, i s
that this form of modeling lacks certain
theoretical underpinnings that may mis s
important behavioral responses . But ,
however, they do try to match historica l
experience, to a certain extent, in th e
econometric literature .
Now, the second group of models ,
the intertemporal models or the temporal models, use different assumptions .
They don't assume behavioral elasticities .
They start with what they call "deepe r
parameters," having to do with ho w
people trade off, make decisions abou t
whether they want to consume today, o r
save more today and consume more in th e
future . Or whether they want to work
harder today with more income in the future — those kinds of decisions . An d
Ballard, I think, made a strong case abou t
these types of models . Because of their
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complicated specifications, they can pro duce labor and supply responses that ca n
be outside the range of historical experience . Now, there are reasons why thi s
may be true, but it's a very complicate d
modeling exercise and, at this point, it' s
not clear how well they meet past experiences . The question of whether the y
should is one that was raised .
So here you can see that this consumption-leisure trade-off parameter ca n
vary quite significantly. An important on e
is that intertemporal parameter with numbers varying significantly. And as a resul t
of these changes in the parameters, the y
do have fairly substantial effects on the
results . The larger the numbers, the bigger the results . So determining what ' s th e
right model or what's the right result depends a certain amount on determinin g
which parameters are the best and what' s
the right parameter, and there's a lot o f
work that still needs to be done in thi s
area .
Well, at this point I'm going to stop ,
because by agreement, I was to tell th e
first part of this story and Pam would con tinue on . So with that note, I'm going t o
turn it over to Pam .
Pamela Moomau, Ph .D . ,
Economist, Joint Tax Committe e
I'm going to talk about what we've
learned from this exercise about how w e
can improve revenue estimating . But firs t
I wanted to correct something that I'm no t
sure whether it was J .D . or Gerry who sai d
this, but one of them referred to the thre e
of us as the principal authors of that pam phlet that you have in front of you . An d
while we did author a small portion of it ,
which was the JCT staff commentary, the
principal authors were these nine groups
of modelers who very generously spent a
lot of time, not only doing the modelin g
experiment, but then writing up thei r
models and their results and what thei r
observations were from these results, bot h
for restructuring and for revenue estimat -

ing . And one of the reasons I wanted t o
mention that is that almost all of the mod els, if not all of them, were not designe d
specifically to answer questions abou t
feedback effects on changes in federal rev enues . Most of them were designed to
answer questions about how changes i n
taxes change the economy. And some o f
them focus on how the differential effec t
between different generations as a resul t
of that . Some of them focus on the differential effect between industries or between income groups . And they have a
lot of interesting things to say . And so ,
just from a standpoint of tax restructuring, I recommend that you actually look
at the papers and see some of the othe r
interesting conclusions that you can learn .
But what we're going to talk about today
is the revenue estimating aspect .
Now, obviously, the effect that tax restructuring has on the economy as a whole
affects what our predictions are about rev enues raised, because the way it affect s
the economy affects the size of the ta x
base, and that affects the size of the revenues . And the question that we wante d
to answer is, can we improve the accuracy of revenue estimating by trying t o
incorporate what we learned from modeling the macro effects of tax restructuring on the economy into our revenue estimates ?
I don't have a lot of pictures, but I
am going to have Bill put something up
there, for the non-economists here . Well ,
it's supposed to be symmetrical, though I
confess my hand with the mouse is no t
completely steady. The idea is that the
effect that the revenue estimate shoul d
have on the economy is going to be that
bulls-eye . Okay, that's the real effect . An d
the effect that a change in tax law is going to have on federal budget receipts i n
the next 10 years after it's enacted, is supposed to be that bulls-eye . And the job o f
the revenue estimators is to figure ou t
where that bulls-eye is . Dr. Miller talke d
quite a bit about the fact that we know —
and Ken mentioned we know that we

don't know for sure because it's a prediction . But what we hope to do is reduc e
our uncertainty so that have an unbiased
estimate so that our guesses zero in on that
bulls-eye, and are not all loaded up on on e
side or the other of the bulls-eye .
Now, I want to talk for anothe r
minute about what a revenue estimat e
does, just to reinforce something that Ke n
said . A revenue. estimate is merely a pre diction of the change in federal tax receipts . And it's a change in federal tax
receipts over the very near time horizon ,
over the next couple of years . It's supposed to be used in Congressional deliberations to help members make a judgment on whether what they're doing i s
going to create a problem in terms of th e
deficit or not . It is not a cost-benefit analysis . It is not claiming to make any judgment about whether a policy is beneficia l
to the economy or not beneficial to th e
economy. All it's doing is trying to tell
what is going to happen to the deficit . And
so just because a proposal might be evaluated as losing revenue doesn't mean that
we're saying that in the long run i t
wouldn't be good for the economy. Now
this distinction between what happen s
over the next couple of years and what
happens in the long run is very important .
You may have noticed on the tables, th e
results you saw before, that there was, a t
least in the case of the consumption ta x
restructuring, a general consensus that
there would be growth resulting from a
switch to a consumption tax, at least by
the Year 2010, or some year much farthe r
out, 2025, 2030, it depended on the modeler, that we just designated as the lon g
run .
But there was not a lot of consensu s
on what was going to happen to th e
economy in what we called the short run .
And we gave I think maybe 2000 or 2005 ,
going up to that as the short run . That i s
the time horizon for which we have t o
provide estimates . So we have to feel fairly
confident if we're going to incorporate the
results of these models in our analysis, tha t
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we're understanding, and that we hav e
some confidence in which direction at
least they're pulling us .
Now, revenue estimates seem to hav e
taken on this quality of almost being
thought of as a cost-benefit analysis, be cause of that budget Beltway-speak word
that Ken used earlier, called "pay-go, "
which is the rule that in order for a proposal that loses revenue to pass Congres s
easily and not invoke all sorts of trick y
budget rules that Senator Byrd or anybody
else can use to hold up the legislation .
They have to be paid for with some kind
of tax increase, or a change in entitlemen t
spending . And so, if a revenue estimat e
shows as a large revenue loss, it's a matter of concern to the people who are promoting the proposal that it's associate d
with . And there is a lot of concern amon g
some people that there is kind of a bias i n
the way revenue estimates are don e
against tax proposals that are likely to pro mote growth and in favor of revenue estimate proposals that are likely to retar d
growth . That's why I have this half-circl e
up here . This introduces bias . We're only
looking at half the picture . If we wer e
randomly hitting within this area of uncertainty, we would end up having ou r
revenue estimates always being away fro m
the center in one direction . And the bias
that people perceive is that, if a proposa l
would promote growth, it would expan d
the tax base . And in fact, the loss of revenue from the tax from the tax cut woul d
be less because the tax base was expanding . This is the so-called "supply side effect ." That was one of the elements tha t
we were looking for in the tax restructuring proposals .
Well, what did we find? Once again ,
for our short-term time horizon, we wer e
concerned about an observation that' s
been made by many that in the short ru n
when you have a major change in taxes ,
you're going to have a lot of winners an d
losers, as Ken was mentioning . And th e
losers might go out of business, migh t
become bankrupt, might generate a lot of
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unemployment . Eventually the economy
will adjust itself, the people that were pre viously in industries that had been tax fa vored and now lose their favor, can mov e
over to industries that are more equally
treated . But it takes a little time . An d
during that little time, you might have a
shrinking of the tax base . So we wante d
to include models that attempted to address that issue .
Now in the past, proponents of incorporating supply side effects have suggested that you don't need to worry about
that because we can rely on the Federa l
Reserve Board to exercise monetary policy
that would restore the economy to full employment, and so there wouldn't be suc h
a bumpy road . So we asked the modeler s
that had the ability to incorporate in thei r
models this concept of full employment ,
or to incorporate actions of the Fed if the y
assume the Fed is trying to stabilize th e
economy at full employment .
Now, as Peter mentioned, there was
not unanimity beyond what action tha t
would exactly entail . There was also a
little bit of disagreement about give n
whatever action it was that the models
thought the Fed would take to reach ful l
employment, whether the econom y
would in fact actually reach full employment . And if you look at those short-ter m
results, you'll find that it took awhile, tha t
we had negative growth, even for the con sumption tax .
So it gives us pause to just ignore
those effects . It may be that — the criticism that's often levied — these model s
are trying to talk about something that w e
haven't experienced before . So they don' t
know how to model it, and maybe th e
economy won't behave the way they thin k
because it's a different experience . But
on the other hand, it's the best judgmen t
that they have based on what's happene d
so far. And if we're telling policymaker s
that there's going to be an increase i n
employment, and an increase in revenues ,
and it turns out to go in the opposite direction, it's not clear that we've improve d

the process any. So that's one of the reasons that we think there needs to be a lo t
more work in this field to examin e
whether that's an area of concern, and i f
so, whether we can get a little more unanimity on how to treat it, and incorporat e
it into revenue analysis .
But there are other types of proposals that probably aren't as disruptive, an d
may have growth effects . And this experiment didn't address them directly, but i t
did give us some information about th e
modeling of supply side effects, tha t
causes us to have a little bit of concern
about forging ahead with that in the formal revenue estimating process . For on e
thing, it turns out that one of the big problems that the modelers encountered whe n
we first started out was that each mode l
had been based on the current econom y
and the current tax code, which is ver y
complex . And when we're trying to represent this with a series of mathematica l
equations that rely on data that tries t o
give us ideas of what's happened in th e
past, you have to be able to make som e
simplifying assumptions, because it's jus t
not possible to model all of that at once .
The simplifying assumptions that each o f
the modelers had made was different an d
it was based on the approach they wer e
taking to tax restructuring . When w e
asked them to sit down and said, "Okay,
now we want you to model a proposal tha t
has the features we've described, and tha t
has the fiscal environment we've de scribed," a lot of them took several month s
to be able to tweak their models to get t o
that point .
Well, when we're putting together a
tax bill, during the course of one night o f
a mark-up, we could have 50 amendment s
where our chief of staff is calling acros s
the street and saying, "Okay, well no w
what will happen if we tweak this?" We
don't have several months to reconfigur e
our model so that we can take account o f
that change . Now, is that a serious problem? Well, let's take it in the context o f
this tax system restructuring . One of the

models had originally been configured t o
show a switch from the present system t o
a pure consumption tax . It assumed that
it didn't have in it, for example, the re bate to the family exemption that wa s
meant to relieve some of the burden o n
lower income . And the original runs o f
the model showed huge growth effects
resulting from a switch to the consumption tax . Several months into the process ,
when the modelers incorporated this family exemption into their process, most o f
the growth effects were gone . It makes a
big difference . And that's exactly the type
of amendment that you're going to get i n
the middle of the tax process . Somebody' s
going to come in and say, "Wait a minute ,
I'm being hit way too hard . You've got t o
give me relief." Often times it might be a
specific industry, and most of these models aren't geared toward hitting a specific
industry.
So, we've learned a lot about how t o
look at interactions between the economy
and tax changes, and about the modelin g
technology. And one of the things we've
learned is that for us to be able to use it ,
first of all we have to look more into th e
question of short-run effects for reall y
sweeping proposals . Secondly, we have
to develop a macro-model that has a muc h
more detailed tax structure . And that's re ally one of the first of our next steps, i s
that we're going to look at how we ca n
do that . One thing that we have that mos t
of these modelers don't have is a lot of
data from the IRS that tells us about individual taxpayers . And we're hoping tha t
we will be able to make use of that data
to aggregate information about the ta x
system in ways that would be useful whe n
we're analyzing specific tax proposals .
But one of the reasons this type of thin g
hasn't been clone as much by the modelers out there already is that it's not easy .
It's really mathematically complex . It certainly would require additional resource s
on our part to do that . But we do have
more information now about which road s
we want to go down .
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Now there are other types of assump- to work with CBO . We are initiating a fortions that cause various models to hav e mal process to come to some kind of provery different results, having to do wit h cedural agreement between CBO and u s
the size of behavioral reactions . And w e about what is possible in terms of worklearned some useful things . The mai n ing back and forth between revenues an d
thing we learned is, we can look at the expenditures, about how often it shoul d
assumptions and see which ones mak e be done . And I think that I've pretty muc h
sense, given what we know about th e run out of time .
economy, and build models that incorporate those assumptions . And I think th e
next panel will talk more specificall y
about it . I'm not talking just about th e
size of the response that Peter was showing, but about the types of effects tha t
have to built into the models, like whether
people are saving just to save as much
money as they can, or whether they have
a set goal in mind, because they will respond differently.
So that's one thing we're going to do ,
is work on model development, and particularly fleshing out the tax sector, seeing what more we can learn about th e
short run ; and seeing what more can be
learned about modelling internationa l
capital flows .
Another thing we're going to do i s
nail clown a little more about these behavioral assumptions . We're probably going
to go back to the well, and bring in som e
of our former friends if they're willing to
come again after that experience, as well
as other people who are out there .
And the final problem, which Ke n
touched on, that I think is extremely important to realize, is there are very stron g
institutional problems, with us just throwing a dynamic effect into a revenue estimate . Currently, the Congressional Bud get Office forecasts what will happen i n
the macro economy, and their projection s
about what happens with federal spending are based on their forecast . And they
revise it for budget purposes once a year .
We can't, even if we had the technology,
revise it constantly during a mark-up . I f
we're not looking at the spending side a t
the same time, we're still presenting jus t
half of that circle there, with respect t o
the whole federal budget . We really have
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Panel Two : Some
Friendly Advice — A
View from the Outsid e
Moderator : John C. Wilkins ,
Principal and Chief Tax
Economist, Coopers & Lybran d
LLP
I'd like to introduce the panel . Jane
Gravelle, a Senior Specialist in Economic
Policy at the Congressional Research Service . She got her Ph .D. from G .W. University right here in town . She specializes i n
taxation, particularly the effects of ta x
policies on economic growth and re source allocation . As most of you know,
she's a prolific writer ; her articles appear
regularly in technical journals and th e
popular press . To her right, Gary Robbin s
is President of Fiscal Associates in Arlington, Virginia, a firm that he and his wif e
Aldona founded . I've known Gary fo r
probably 20-25 years because Gary spen t
16 years in the Treasury Departmen t
where I was for a long time . His last position there was Assistant to Undersecretary
Ture, whom the award earlier today wa s
named after, during the Reagan Administration . Eric Engen, to Jane's left, is Senior Economist in the Division of Researc h
and Statistics of the Board of Governor s
of the Federal Reserve System . He's formerly a professor of economics at UCLA
and a fellow at the NBER . His Ph .D . was
from the University of Maryland where hi s
dissertation, like Jane's, received a National Tax Association award . Eric is als o
a prolific writer, and recently wrote articles on Social Security and tax reform . I
had the pleasure of participating with al l
three of these folks in the JCT Symposiu m
this January and their contribution to tha t
symposium, of course, are in the print yo u
got today. Jane and Gary, I think, eac h
have papers that have been distributed a t
your desk . Without anything further, I' m
going to turn it over first to Jane . Jane, I
don't know if you prefer speaking from

here or from there . We do have someon e
who can do your slides .

Jane Gravelle, Ph.D., Senio r
Specialist in Economic Policy,
Congressional Research Service
For years and years, I've spoken with out any props but I decided that it wa s
time to enter the 20th century. So it's th e
first time I've done these, so let's hope i t
helps . I'm going to go a little beyond th e
Joint Tax Committee experiment and try
to talk about this issue in general, but le t
me first say that I think the Joint Tax Committee is to be congratulated for startin g
this project, because I learned more abou t
modeling, other than doing my own mod els, from this project than almost anythin g
else I've ever done . It has certainly increased my understanding of what wa s
going on . I think all of us learned a lot in
the process . And it also stimulated some
further work . In particular, I have learne d
a lot from doing a paper that followed tha t
study with Eric Engen and with Ken t
Smetters, another of the participants ,
where we really tried to explore not onl y
that models were different, but why th e
different models produced their differen t
effects .
Well, let me begin with a sort of a
fundamental question, which actually, sur prisingly enough, does not have a straight forward answer, which is what do w e
mean by "dynamic scoring," because in m y
experience with dealing with Congress men, I find that there is not a lot of consensus about that . So I would divide i t
into three parts . The first is, what do w e
call microeconomic or allocational behavioral effects . There are millions of potentials here, but these are the sorts of thing s
that, to some extent, the Joint Tax Committee already takes into account . An d
that, I don't think, is the issue of eithe r
the pressure for dynamic scoring or th e
subject of the JointTax Committee experi ment .
The second is what I would call de -
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nand-side macro . That is, effects in aggregate demand that are caused by disrup tions, say, that would arise from ta x
changes . Those were incorporated i n
some of the models but not in others . Th e
third is supply-side macro effects, and I
think that's really what most of the models were about . They were really abou t
the extent to which you would gettin g
increases in savings and increases in labo r
supply, or decreases in savings and labo r
supply — let us not forget that that is pos sible, too — in response to changes in ta x
rates . And that is primarily what I'm going to talk about during the rest of thi s
discussion .
I want to begin with talking abou t
what are the attractions of dynamic scoring? I've kind of jumbled together sort o f
bad attractions and good attractions here .
One of them, obviously, is the politica l
attraction . If you can get revenue feed back, positive revenue feedback from a ta x
cut, then you have more room to make
the tax cut . So it makes dynamic scoring
a very attractive thing in the political process, particularly when we are so con strained by the budget rules . The othe r
attractions are sort of obvious . We woul d
all like to have more accurate revenue
forecasts and we would also like to have
more informed policy-making . So thos e
are kind of the good attractions .
Next there are, however, some significant limits or costs to dynamic scoring . I mean the limit is really — and I thin k
you've heard this over and over again —
we do really have imperfect informatio n
about these responses . And we also have
an enormous lack of consensus among th e
economists, among the whole spectru m
of people interested in this, that makes i t
really hard to choose behavioral responses . I hope to tell you what I thin k
has driven that lack of consensus and wh y
I think we actually know a little more tha n
we know. But that actually what we kno w
is not very big, and so maybe we should
just skip learning about them .
The second sort of cost is, I think,
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everyone is concerned about political intrusion into the revenue estimating process . This is the real world we live in an d
the Joint Tax Committee revenue estima tors, I suspect — I suspect, I don't work
there but I suspect — they already ar e
subject to political pressure . And I thin k
it would be magnified a great deal if we
had dynamic scoring . And finally, I thin k
the real effect, the real economic concer n
by people who have lots of reservation s
about dynamic scoring, and I am one o f
those, is that we may end up with large r
deficits through the persistent depiction
of rosy scenarios .
I'd like to begin first with sort of a
quick summary of what evidence we have .
What leads people to think that there ar e
big effects, what leads people to thin k
there are small effects? What can we brin g
to bear in terms of empirical evidence ,
because the theory is not always completely clear about what might happen .
At first I would say the simple evidenc e
on the elasticity of the savings respons e
and the elasticity of the labor supply response basically says these effects ar e
probably likely to be small . There's lot s
and lots of studies of labor supply that se t
those responses generally at very small lev els . And the savings elasticities, there ar e
lots of problems with estimates of saving s
rates, savings responses to rates of return ,
but most of those are sort of small .
I think you can just turn to your own
observation of the economy . When we
have changes in wages, when we hav e
changes in taxes that are significant, w e
do not normally observe big changes fro m
one period to the next . And that shortterm period is the period we're concerne d
about when we're talking about revenue ,
dynamic revenue scoring . Second piec e
of evidence : We have lots of sort of black boxy kind of economic models whic h
were brought into play during the Join t
Tax Committee Study. They're mixed ; the y
are all over the board, as you saw fro m
the previous panel .
The third type of evidence — this i s

the evidence that has been discussed by
people like Larry Lindsey and Marti n
Feldstein, Diane Feenburg and, more recently, by some people from CB(.) — wha t
I would call event studies that sort of observe responses of what happens immediately after you make a tax change . I
think that evidence also is very mixed .
Now I think we've already gon e
through the sorts of models that wer e
used in the Joint Tax Committee experiment . There were basically four differen t
kinds . It might surprise some of you wh o
know Gary Robbins and myself to find tha t
our models are the same kinds of models .
So, obviously, it's not the fundamenta l
structure of the model that is driving these
differences . We also have the large-scal e
macro models, DRI model, th e
macroeconomics model, and the Cooper s
& Lybrand model . We have intertemporal
life-cycle models, the Rogers-Fullerto n
model, the AKSW — that's Auerbach Kotlikoff-Smetters-Wallacer model . An d
Engens and Gales model . Engen, o f
course, is the person who created probably the most complex life-cycle model i n
the world, but has some very importan t
features in it . And finally, there's th e
intertemporal infinite horizon model ,
Jorgensen-Wilcoxsen .
Just to summarize or repeat wha t
you've already seen, a) the results varie d
substantially, and b) as you looked ove r
time and across cases, you found there wa s
no consistent way to write these models .
You couldn't predict for a particular yea r
that Engen would always be at the botto m
or the top or the middle, and where
Gravelle would be, and so forth . Can I
have the next slide ?
The numbers that I'm going to pu t
up here are not the most recent number s
or the numbers that are from the presentation earlier in 1997 . Don't worry abou t
minor variations from these numbers o r
inconsistencies with the Joint Tax Committee print, because there have been re visions . But I think the fundamental magnitudes would hold up . I think the funda-

mental magnitudes are all about in th e
same general relationship . And this show s
you, for example, how much the model s
vary in their ranking over time and thei r
aggregates . In general, I think you can say
mostly, except for Gary's model, mostly
the higher results come from the dynamic ,
the life-cycle models and mostly the results, the smaller results come from th e
macro models . But that's not consisten t
in every case .
Well, first of all, why do models differ? I'd like to talk first about the macr o
models, where we found that in a coupl e
of cases we had negative effects or zer o
effects in the short run . Basically, what
those models are picking up are some sor t
of adjustment cost . For example, if yo u
adopt the flat tax or the value added tax ,
you will reduce the subsidies to sector s
like housing . And while they're adjusting ,
there will be some disruption in the employment and so forth . So any kind of disruption, any kind of big change, does tak e
to create disruption in the economy an d
leaves the door open to, at least initially ,
some negative response no matter how
rosy or how good the eventual supply responses might be .
In the case of Gary Robbins' models ,
it is — I think we would all see that it's a
hit of an outlier there . The major reaso n
that he has such large effects in the shor t
run has to do with an open economy assumption where basically he has capital
flow in to restore the after-tax rate of re turn . He can tell you why he believes that
to be a reasonable way to look at it;I don't .
I think there's a problem with that . Le t
me just explain three problems I have with
this treatment .
The first is that you should only tak e
into account taxes at the investment leve l
or territorial tax and not taxes at the sav ings level . If I have a tax on my savings ,
it's not going to influence, particularly ,
whether I locate my investment in th e
United States or abroad as long as it applies in both cases . It's the corporate ta x
that affects the allocation across countries .
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And in the case of the shift to either the
Armey flat tax, that type of tax, or othe r
value added tax, there is a limited reduction in the cost of capital for corporation s
because interest is no longer deductible .
And as long as you have an inflation premium in the interest rate, you are losing a
subsidy ; that is, debt finance at the corporate level is subject to a fairly significant subsidy. If you lose that subsidy, the n
you lose some of the tax advantage . Now,
that's offset in the aggregate by reductio n
in the cost of equity, but it's not nearly a s
big . When I did the same sort of calculation that he did, I got only a one percen t
increase approximately in the short run .
In fact — and here's the danger i n
using things like international capita l
flows . In fact, if you believe that deb t
capital is very mobile and that equity capi tal, direct investment by multinationals ,
is imperfectly substitutable across countries, then you can certainly have an effect where the negative effects from deb t
are so large that capital flows out . I thin k
it's very easy to imagine something like
that . So I think there are enormous dangers in using international capital flow s
to allow you to have a big immediate response to a change in the tax system . An d
the second is that the small open economy
assumption has lots of problems, and on e
is that the United States is a big econom y
and that would mute the effects . And th e
other is that we have lots of evidence tha t
suggests that capital is not perfectly mobile . It may be mobile, but it is not perfectly mobile . And finally, Gary does have
an extra productivity effect in his production function, which is sort of an unorthodox treatment and one that I would,
certainly not be inclined to use, at leas t
for revenue estimating . I know that there
is some interest in extra kickers from capital, but I think that is not mainstream eco nomics right now.
Let's leave the slide up there for jus t
a minute because I want to look again a t
the intertemporal models . Again, we se e
that the intertemporal models tend to
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have, in some cases, fairly significant
short-run effects . They tend to be at th e
high end of the spectrum . The first thin g
about intertemporal models is, in the short
run, the response is not generally fro m
capital accumulation, it's from labor sup ply . It's very hard to get anything big t o
happen in the short run, they're changing the savings rate . Let me just give yo u
a simple example . The capital stock grows
at approximately 2% a year and that is th e
additional savings in our economy that' s
growing at 2% a year . If you doubled the
savings rate, doubled the savings rate —
which would be a big change — you increase the capital stock by 2% . If you increase the capital stock by 2% based o n
the capital income share, you will increas e
output by only about a half of a percent .
So it's very, very difficult, absent huge in creases in the savings rate, to get any sort
of short-run effect from capital . And that' s
not what's going on in most of these mod els . What is going on, mostly, is an increase in the labor supply. And by the way,
when I say,"Labor response to interest rat e
not wage," I mean "labor response to interest rate, not only wage ." Obviously, all
these models have responses of the labo r
supply to the wage rate of some sort .
I want to tell you the kind of phenomena — and this is really somethin g
that I think Eric and Kent and I learned i n
our additional study of these models —
the kind of phenomena that caused thi s
labor supply response . The first is in these
intertemporal models, labor is respondin g
to the interest rate . When the interest rate
goes up, people go out and work more .
Now this is something that I don't thin k
has ever been established empirically . I
don't even think labor economists spen d
much time looking at it . But it is a potentially powerful effect in the intertempora l
models, and it arises from the basic nature of those models . People want to re allocate consumption — when the after tax rate of return goes up, they want to
reallocate consumption into the future .
And they also want to reallocate their con-

sumption of leisure into the future . S o
the only way you can reallocate your consumption of leisure into the future is t o
reduce leisure today, which means yo u
have to work more today. So there is an
important response here that most economists, and perhaps most people living in
the real world, would be a little surprise d
to see play such a large role .
It's made particularly responsive be cause many of these models, perhaps no t
always intentionally, have very responsiv e
labor supply built into the basic structure
of the model, because that is driven very
much by how many extra hours you have
available to work, which is sometimes a
parameter that was chosen, I suspect ,
without a lot of thought and attention . Fo r
example, if I'm working 8 hours a day,
how many more potential hours do I hav e
to work? Do I have just time to sleep an d
brush my teeth, or do I get to do my hair?
Do I get to eat, do I have time to commute? So the availability of hours make s
a big difference in these models .
The availability of hours and the elas ticities that are typical in these models ,
once you look at them with respect to th e
wage rate, are very, very inconsistent i n
many cases with the empirical research .
Very inconsistent . Way, way too responsive . Now, this response to the interes t
rate is really pronounced in the Jorgense n
model, which did produce fairly significant results, and it's pronounced for tw o
reasons . One is that model has an infinit e
horizon . So the longer your horizon is t o
move into the future, the more powerful
your response is . Secondly, that model ha s
a very, very high intertemporal substitution elasticity, and that has a powerful affect on these responses .
The other effect is the wealth effect .
And this only occurs in life-cycle models .
This response to the interest rate occur s
also in life-cycle models, but it's not as pro nounced because you have a finite lifetime . But there's another effect going i n
the life-cycle models . The consumptio n
tax is a hit on wealth . It reduces the

wealth of old people . In these models ,
old people expend their labor supply. I
used to kid my co-author, Kent, who disagreed with me about this, that he was
making people arise from their sickbeds ,
arise from their wheelchairs, leave their
nursing homes, and go out back into th e
work force! I may be exaggerating it a
little bit, but certainly we need to recognize that there are reasons that people retire that may prevent them from goin g
back to work, and there are big transaction costs to returning to the work force
after you've retired, particularly after a
while . And none of this is built into an y
of these models .
Now, the long run is a different phenomenon . Maybe I'll let Eric talk a littl e
more about the long run, but it really depends very much on the intertempora l
substitution elasticity. And there are man y
other features that could affect outcome ,
like whether you can see the future, o r
you think the prices you observe today are
going to always stay there, and how yo u
treat bequests — a whole slew of othe r
aspects of these models that can make a
great deal of difference, and that there' s
not a lot of agreement on .
In the study we did, we just looke d
at the substitution of a consumption ta x
for a wage tax without changing the rat e
structure . And in no case that we studie d
in any model with any kind of respons e
did we find anything but a negative dynamic feedback response . And that's because if you do increase savings, you re duce the tax base for a consumption tax ,
because a consumption tax allows you t o
deduct savings . So, it'd say if you're going to have responses, you do have to con sider them in terms of dynamic response s
for the tax base . You'll have to conside r
both positives and negatives . Okay, next
slide .
The event studies . I think this is th e
other kind of study that is talked muc h
about . Ken mentioned it, but it's not ye t
been used in the study of dynamic revenu e
estimating . But I think we've learne d
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some new things about this literature .
Basically, what these studies do is the y
look at taxpayers across different tax rates ,
and then how their taxable incom e
changes relative to each other, after yo u
have a tax change . There were studie s
done by Larry Lindsey that suggested ther e
were big effects, in 1981 ; a study by Martin Feldstein that suggested big effects, i n
1986 ; and a preliminary, very preliminary
study by Feldstein that suggested a response in 1993 . I think the evidence since
then has been very different . I thin k
there's evidence that there is, actually, a
growth at the high-income levels in ta x
receipts . This is the little surprise that w e
have been enjoying so much .
There was also a study, and in fact I
would invite all of you to look at the September issue of the National Tax Journal,
where our paper is published, and wher e
there's also a paper by David Weiner an d
Frank Summertino of the CBO, who foun d
that this response is to the 1990 and 199 3
tax increases . The contractions of highincome individuals' taxable income wer e
transitory. In other words, these peopl e
are responding to transitory opportunities . If you read The Wall Street Journal ,
you'll notice that there was a lot of talk
about, in 1992, an anticipation of the 199 3
tax increase . A lot of bonuses were bein g
paid in 1992 instead of 1993 . That appears
to be sort of an important issue . There
are lots of control problems in these studies . There's been a secular trend that' s
going on for a long, long time, of high income people taking a bigger share o f
income . And if you can't control for that ,
then you're going to pick up some of tha t
effect as part of your tax response . There
are cyclical effects that are important t o
control for that are hard to control for.
There are base broadening changes . For
example, I've always suggested the 198 6
Tax Reform Act is the worst kind of tax
act to use to look at this because there
were so many changes . And, for example ,
if you broaden the base and lower the
rates, and then you look, you ought to
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have a broader base, right? And if yo u
broaden the base at high-income level s
relative to low-income levels, you ough t
to have more taxable income at the high income than the low-income when yo u
finish . So, in a sense, you get what yo u
expect with that study . And it doesn' t
mean there's any real behavioral response .
Now, Feldstein made a lot of attempt s
to control for things he could control for ,
like capital gains and passive losses, an d
so there's a lot of things that he didn' t
control for — all the things that affect th e
measurement of business income, like de preciation, and changes in inventory ac counting, and all those details of the Tax
Reform Act . And finally, there are incomplete controls for specific influences . Le t
me just give you an example . When Larry
Lindsey found high-income people had big
increases in taxable income, after the 199 1
tax cut, CBO also did a study looking a t
the sources of those increases, and they'r e
almost all capital gains . But capital gain s
didn't get much of a tax cut then . An d
what's more, there was a big stock market increase going on . And although h e
controlled for stock market prices, all o f
you know that if you double the stoc k
market, you more than double accrue d
gains because your basis is fixed . So there
was no control for that sort of thing . So ,
there ' s also timing problems . You've go t
to be able to control for the shifting o f
income across years, and make sure you've
gotten years far enough apart to contro l
for that, which means you don't have year s
close enough together to control for secular trends .
So, I think the bottom line about thi s
is, I don ' t think it's useful in telling us a
lot about behavioral responses, and I don' t
think it's of any use at all in revenue estimating . And that's because even if one o f
these studies was correct, every tax revision is different . You can't take the responses from the 1986 tax cut and apply
it to the tax cut we just did, because it's a
different kind of tax change . So I think
the event studies have been very popula r

for a while, and they've generated a lot o f
attention, but I certainly don't think that
they're the kind of thing the Joint Tax Com mittee can use to do their revenue estimates, simply because they don't go to th e
basics of the behavioral response, and I
think you have to do that in order to hav e
a flexible revenue estimating device .
So, with my couple of minutes left ,
let me just — I have a position on this pro gram as outside advice . I thought I
worked for the Congress, but I don't work
for the Joint Tax Committee, so mayb e
that's what makes me an outsider. I wil l
sort of repeat what I said in the beginning .
First of all, I don't think there's enoug h
consensus on the behavioral responses t o
begin using dynamic scoring . I think som e
of the comments made by the Joint Ta x
Committee panel are very apropos . I was
just at the meeting of the National Ta x
Association listening to the revenue estimators there . One of them was a revenu e
estimator from California, as you kno w
who's going through this big dynami c
scoring thing . And I asked him in th e
question/answer period, how this proces s
had worked out . And he said, "Well, no w
it was working out pretty fine" They hire d
somebody to do models . And he said,"Yo u
know, each bill that came through, we' d
do a little dynamic estimate and everything ." He said,"But when we had the bi g
tax cut, we did that in three days . We
didn't have time to run it through the dynamic revenue estimating process ." So ,
essentially, when it comes down to th e
crunch, you know, you've got to not onl y
have something that everybody agrees on ,
and that works, but something that wil l
work quickly.
I think not doing dynamic scoring a t
this time is not a problem, though, be cause I really think, still, the bulk of th e
evidence that we have says these effect s
are very small. If you get a one percen t
increase in your taxable base that yo u
don't take into account, you probably hav e
not done very much damage to your revenue estimating . And particularly, if you

happen to have ended up having a littl e
more revenue than you needed, I'm no t
sure in these clays of looming concern s
about Social Security and Medicare, that' s
the worst thing in the world . Thank you .

Gary Robbins, President, Fisca l
Associates, Inc .
To the average person, economi c
forecasting and budget estimates conjur e
up images of black boxes, computers, an d
statistics . Most people, includin g
policymakers, prefer to leave the whol e
area to experts . Although this lack of involvement may have sufficed in the past ,
it no longer does . Forecasting has becom e
a key part of the entire budget process .
Before taxes can be cut or raised, Congres s
and the Administration must make a gues s
about what will happen to revenues . They
need a revenue estimate . Before a new
program initiative can be put in place ,
policymakers must have some idea wha t
it will cost . They need a spending estimate . Estimates produced by the officia l
government staffs keenly affect the fortunes of government tax and spendin g
policy, and ultimately those of the American taxpayer.
In the last decade or so, budget fore casting has become even more important .
During the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings era ,
any new tax or spending initiative was sub jected to an additional criteria : Wha t
would it do to the budget deficit? Becaus e
of their increasing importance, government budget estimates merit closer scrutiny. The Joint Committee on Taxation ha s
begun an effort which I hope leads to a
more systematic approach to revenue estimation . Their first step was to conven e
a group of modelers to examine tw o
broad-based reforms of the tax system .
The modelers represented a wide rang e
of approaches, and not surprisingly, a s
Jane has pointed out, the results produce d
by the group offered a wide range of answers as to the impact of proposed tax
changes . The results are much less impor -
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tant than the fact of the exercise, and th e
resolve of the Joint Committee on Taxation to continue its efforts to incorporat e
a higher level of modeling in their future
revenue estimates .
Let me make a few points about why
modeling is so important . The strengt h
of a model is that it's systematic . We ca n
judge its success over time by looking a t
how well we are able to predict movements in the economy and its components . We're able to assess how well th e
underlying hypotheses hold up to the rea l
world . We can uncover biases in the answers the model gives . Models allow u s
to organize our thinking about the processes themselves . It allows us to learn
from our mistakes . The model can improve with experience, but that proces s
takes time . And the sooner JCT starts, th e
sooner JCT will improve their estimates .
Incorporating a formal aggregat e
model into the revenue estimating proces s
requires answering questions about fou r
key economic relationships involving labor, investment, private savings, and production . Most important is how much an d
how rapidly does a supply of labor adjus t
to changes in its after-tax wages? There' s
a wide range of estimates available in existing literature, going from a negative t o
a positive in sign . Since wages and salaries represent over half the GDP, this is a
key result in any model .
A similar question must be answere d
about the responsiveness of investment t o
its after-tax rate of return . Investmen t
plays a dual role in that it's a use of th e
output of the production process, and it' s
an input . As an input, it affects the wage s
of workers and thus feeds into the labo r
market process . Some models focus solely
on the use role of investment, and leav e
out its input role, thereby missing an important interrelationship between labo r
and capital markets .
A related question to investment is
the responsiveness of private savings t o
its after-tax rate of return, Private savings
is one of the financing mechanisms for in -
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vestment . Adjustments in investmen t
must be accompanied by changes in domestic private savings, or net foreign in vestment . Most models choose to assume
that net foreign investment is fixed, an d
use changes in domestic private saving s
as the determinant of investment . It is as
if the economy were closed to all but a n
exogenously determined level of investment from abroad . In today's era of global markets, this seems an unrealistic as sumption .
Finally, how are labor and capita l
combined to produce private output? Thi s
is the technical relationship businesse s
use to decide how much labor and capital to hire . And what is the output they
produce? Some models ignore this impor tant aspect and focus instead on deman d
for output such as consumption and investment net exports . These interrelate d
pieces of information determine how a
model will predict the economy would respond to changes in the tax law . Further,
this information provides a statement o f
how the world works . It provides a mean s
for debating the underlying issues of ho w
to design a better tax system . The fact tha t
the Joint Tax Committee has undertake n
to provide this information, and to use i t
at some point, means that the black bo x
that's ruled tax policy formulation for decades, will finally be opened and expose d
to review. This is the real significance o f
the modelers conference .
But what can we expect from the development of the JCT model? Critics o f
the current ad hoc budget estimation system argue that ignoring economic effect s
of policy changes leads to errors in estimating the deficit . Defenders of the cur rent system claim that changing to a dynamic model would cause the deficits t o
explode . Who's right? Well, probably neither. The current budget estimation system presents such large errors that additions of errors in the estimation of th e
impact of policy changes pale in comparison . According to the Treasury's Office o f
Tax Analysis, a five-year revenue forecas t

is typically within plus or minus four per cent of actual revenues . Three-quarter s
of this error, or three percentage points ,
is due to mistakes in the economi c
baseline . The remaining one percent of
the error is attributable to other parts of
the forecasting process . In the September update, CBO lowered its forecast fo r
the federal deficit by $2 .2 trillion over the
next 10 years . That amounts to 11 percent of total revenues or 11 percent of
total outlays . At first blush, some migh t
credit this monumental revision to the
budget deal struck between Congress an d
the White House earlier this year. However, a closer look at the numbers show s
this is not the case .
Policy changes account for a little
over one-fourth of the revision . The largest source of the deficit revision, abou t
half, stems from changes to the baselin e
economic forecast . Changed assumption s
between March and September, whic h
CBO attributes to an improved economi c
outlook, include higher nominal output ,
lower inflation, and higher taxable in come . CBO attributes the remaining quar ter of the change to technical factors . We
had a similar large revision in the defici t
forecast at the start of 1990 . The five-year
deficit was revised by about a trillion dollars over the course of one year. As with
this year's revision, the largest source o f
the error was missing the baseline fore cast . The error as added for missing th e
impact of policy changes represents a
small portion of the total error. While errors in the economic baseline are more
important to estimating total revenues ,
errors in estimating the major tax components are vital in assessing alternative ta x
policies . Government estimators use the
same economic baseline to assess the impact of any proposed tax or spendin g
change . What happens, however, if a
policy change affects economic incentives, and therefore the total level of economic activity? As economic activity levels changed, so did the appropriate ta x
basis . The current method not only ig-

nores this link during the policy formulation process, it explicitly forbids it in th e
aggregate . This is the sense in which th e
current method is static . In a dynami c
analysis, the economic baseline itself i s
subject to changes in response to policy
change .
While the defenders of the current
system claim that it does take economi c
behavior into account, it does so only in a
narrow sense . One example often cite d
is the 1990 luxury tax on pleasure boats .
Revenue estimators predicted that 30 per cent of the tax increase would be offse t
because people would buy fewer boats at
a 10 percent higher price . But the revenue estimators also assumed that the re sources displaced from the boat industr y
would immediately be picked up some where else, and at the same levels of com pensation . As a result, all other federa l
tax receipt were assumed to stay the same .
In other words, the economic baseline di d
not change . In reality, a contraction di d
occur . But as policymakers in affecte d
states found out, displaced boat builder s
and their workers did not find immediat e
reemployment elsewhere . The total leve l
of economic activity, or baseline, decline d
as a result. The federal government los t
not only the 30 percent of the increase d
luxury tax revenue it expected due t o
lower demand for boats, but payroll an d
income taxes on wages that would have
been paid to the now unemployed workers, as well as increased payments for un employment insurance, and for welfare
benefits .
As an aside, let me point out the sam e
thing happens on the spending side . Fo r
example, only eight months into the ne w
Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act, th e
government analysts had to raise their five year cost estimates by 80 percent . Whil e
the defenders of the current system would
argue that they had taken behavioral rela tionships into account, the adjustmen t
they made in this case was in the wron g
direction . Earlier estimates had assumed
that 15 percent of those eligible for th e
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drug benefit would not even claim it du e
to a stigma attached to accepting a government handout .
By ignoring the effects of tax and
spending policies on economic activity ,
the current system is biased in favor o f
higher taxes and spending . The curren t
scoring method gives full credit to a tax
increase even though that increase may
discourage work, savings and investment .
Current scoring methods often under count the cost of new spending initiative s
which subsidize a particular activity. I n
other words, a static estimate of a tax in crease will overestimate the actual tax
revenue received, and lead to a larger-than expected budget deficit . A static estimate
of a tax decrease will underestimate th e
actual tax revenue and lead to a smalle r
than expected budget deficit . A static estimate of spending increases will under estimate the actual cost and lead to a large r
than expected budget deficit . And a static
estimate of a spending cut will underestimate the actual savings and lead to a
smaller than expected budget deficit .
Combined, these forecast errors all point
towards more government .
Finally, let me make a few point s
about the alternative of not having a JC T
revenue estimating model . First, the current ad hoc rules are equivalent to havin g
a model which predicts that taxes hav e
no impact on the aggregate supply of labor, capital, savings or outputs . Thos e
who urge that dynamic scoring should no t
be undertaken believe this to be the case .
Of course, if this actually is the case, the n
this is the result which will evolve as th e
JCT builds their model . The point is that
the JCT should develop its model as honestly and openly as possible, using the bes t
estimates for the key responses as they ca n
devise . Once the key responses ar e
settled, the model will evolve as new an d
better analyses become available . If we
continue the current "don't look policy "
as opponents of dynamic scoring suggest ,
there's no way the estimates can ever improve . The claim that the process of de -
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veloping the model will yield to politica l
tampering should not concern us anymore
than the current practice of developing
ad hoc estimates through a black box . I
would submit that the black box proces s
is more subject to mischief than a mode l
developed in the open . Thank you very
much .

Eric Engen, Ph .D ., Senio r
Economist, Federal Reserv e
Boar d
Knowing that I was going to be going at the end here, I had the benefit of
having at least some ideas of what was going to be talked about . So, my remark s
will be a little bit more specific, not quit e
as broad as those of some of the previou s
discussants . Now, first of all, it's my impression that although not always, th e
three somewhat distinct issues of one ,
incorporating macro effects into tax analysis, two, what is the magnitude or type o f
household and responses to taxes, and th e
third issue of support or opposition to a
consumption based tax, are often time s
mixed together in the discussion of dynamic scoring .
These issues certainly all come t o
play when we talk about fundamental ta x
reform, but I don't think it's necessary tha t
one's views as an economist of one particular issue necessarily predetermine s
one's views on the others . I think it's helpful if we in some sense try to separat e
these issues to a certain degree . I plan t o
focus most of my prepared remarks on th e
first two issues, but I do want to make a
couple specific points about the general
issue of tax reform at the end .
As I stated at the JCT's symposium i n
January, my view is that the current stat e
of my model, and I think of the others, i s
that they're not yet ready for prime time .
I don't believe that the models are in a
current state that's either theoretically o r
in practical terms, are ready to be use d
tomorrow for dynamic scoring by the JCT.
However, I don't think that this implie s

that the whole concept of dynamic scoring should be shelved .
Before moving on as to where I think
dynamic scoring should go, I at least wan t
to make a few points on what I think ar e
some of the problems with the curren t
models . My remarks are going to be a littl e
bit more focused on the intertempora l
models, both because that is the type o f
model that I have, and as well it's the one s
that I understand a little bit more . Now
as certainly you understand by this point ,
the saving, investment and labor responses of households and firms that ar e
embedded in the model are the crux o f
the issues . And there's certain theoretical and empirical issues about these mod els that I want to make . Jane highlighte d
some of the short-run effects ; I want t o
focus on some of the long-run effects . I n
particular, one of the effects that is discussed most often when we talk about ta x
reform is, what is it going to do to saving
and investment? Often times tax refor m
is seen as a tool for helping two problem s
that we have in the U .S . economy. One i s
the complicated tax system that I thin k
everyone says should be reformed in som e
certain manner. The second is the low U .S .
national savings rate . So many people say
we can reform the tax code and at th e
same time get the benefit of higher saving .
Now, I think in many senses, th e
models that were used in this project ar e
the state of the art . I don't think there i s
some missing model out there that wa s
not included that could be the whit e
knight and come on in and solve thes e
problems . I think truly these are the bes t
that are available at this point .
Now, none of these models reall y
even begin to take the current economy
and match the current distribution o f
household saving behavior that we see . I
mean, before you can model what is going to happen if we have a huge reform i n
the tax code, and where will the econom y
be some 5, 10, 20 years out, you'd thin k
you'd at least want a model that has a

pretty good ability to match what the cur rent economy looks like . In that sense ,
we all calibrated the model such that we
hit certain mean values -- certain savin g
rates, wealth-to-income ratios, interes t
rates, capital labor ratios, and such as that .
But I know it's the case in my model fro m
looking at distribution, and I'm sure it' s
the case in all these others, that for ex ample, if you look at the distribution o f
saving across households in the model, i t
doesn't come anywhere close to lookin g
like the type of distribution we see in th e
real world . In these models, generally,
everyone is a saver at some point in their
life . If you look at the distribution in th e
real world, it's much more concentrate d
among a smaller segment of households .
So in the model, that's going to tend t o
give a bigger effect . If you give tax incentives for saving through the tax reform, i n
these models they're going to tend to affect a much broader range of people tha n
is necessarily likely in the real world .
Moreover, another thing is none of thes e
models really fully model a very importan t
component of household saving, and tha t
is pensions . Our current tax code is no t
just an income tax, and in fact, it's a ver y
messy hybrid income consumption typ e
of tax ; it's somewhere in the middle . And
what makes it this hybrid is the tax preferred nature of pensions and other type s
of saving — 401(k) 's, IRAs — that are all
in this type of genre of accounts that al ready, in a sense, get consumption tax
treatment . In my model with Bill Gill, we
attempt to address some of this . It really
is not an issue that's been addressed fully .
This is important, because if we do move
to a consumption tax, well, you're no t
going to get as big a kick on saving if yo u
already have a lot of saving out there that' s
essentially facing tax-preferred treatment .
In the aggregate, about a third of al l
household wealth is in tax-preferred form .
In recent years, the actual saving tha t
flows into the capital stock from house holds has been, on net, almost completel y
through retirement forms . Another fea -
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ture that's missing in terms of the full development of these models, another important part of household wealth, i s
owner-occupied housing . Owner-occupied housing enjoys unique tax treatmen t
under the current code . It is generally the
largest portion of wealth that families have
outside of their Social Security wealth .
And none of these models, once again ,
completely captures both the intricacie s
of the tax treatment of housing, nor th e
full consumption investment decision that
households make in terms of purchasing
housing .
As both Gary and Jane alluded to, th e
issue of international capital flows can b e
very important in looking at the results of
these models . And in no way is there anything even approaching a consensus as to
what is the best way to model international capital flows in these models for th e
U .S . The assumption of a closed econom y
over a small open economy are done essentially for ease of computation . We all
sort of believe that the truth is probably
in between . That doesn't mean that w e
can do the two polar extremes and be sur e
that, well, the answer in the middle is th e
right one, particularly if the two pola r
extremes give very big and different results .
Moreover, I would also like to high light, looking at the short-run effects, tha t
the labor responses are very important i n
these models . These models don't pic k
up a lot of features that are in the rea l
world that would be important for analyzing the tax effects . In particular, participation response . Most of the labor literature says it is much bigger than hours o f
work response . But in a lot of these models, there is a continuous choice of hours ,
so they're getting a fair amount of the in crease of labor through people being able
to work more hours . Well, if you look at
the real world, there are often times a lot
of restrictions in terms of jobs and hour s
worked . Now, of course, you can get a
whole selection of jobs, some part-time ,
to try to get around this . But I think most
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people, and certainly most labor economists, agree that it's hard to model the
world as a continuous choice of labo r
hours . As well, there are certain fixe d
costs and transition costs of participation .
There are fixed costs of having children ,
and child-care . Other important aspect s
are how you still provide home production for younger participants potentially
moving into the labor force, as well as th e
transition costs of the elderly going back
into work . As Jane highlighted, a lot o f
these models in the short run, that's wher e
they're getting the big positive macro effects, and at least the literature, in my read ing as well, raises some questions abou t
the plausibility of it .
In thinking about tax responses an d
what kind of goals we should be movin g
towards in these models, I think that th e
tax literature in economics suggested a
useful hierarchy of responses that has firs t
been put in the literature by Joel Slemro d
as well as elaborated on more in a very
nice paper by Alan Auerbach and Joe l
Slemrod in a recent Journal of Economic
Literature piece looking at tax refor m
1986 . The hierarchy is in going from mos t
responsive to least responsive . First ,
across all kinds of different tax changes ,
timing responses seem to be the most responsive, things such as realizing capita l
gains before the 1986 tax changes, shifting salary and bonuses into 1992 in anticipation of the 1993 tax increases .
The second most responsive, bu t
slightly less, would be compositional effects . That would be shifting the accounting or the composition of various type s
of things . For example, after the 1986 ta x
reforms there was a shift of debt awa y
from consumer debt, which was no longe r
tax deductible, towards mortgage-base d
debt that still remains tax deductible .
There is also the issue of shifting of saving into IRAs and 401(k)'s from other saving .
And the third least responsive — no t
necessarily meaning no response, but least
responsive — are changes in the level o f

labor, and changes in the level of savin g
investment . This hierarchy, I believe, suggests that the current tax scoring methodology captures much of the taxpaye r
response, the current micro-behaviora l
effects that are captured in JCT scoring .
However, it doesn't necessarily imply that
the macro effects are zero, as both th e
compositional and the real effects ca n
have macro implications .
One final thing . As I alluded to, a
practical problem of these models is firs t
the difficulty of modeling the current tax
code, and second, then being able t o
model the very intricate type of tax proposals that are likely to come down th e
pike . Now, that leaves the question, d o
these problems with current models that
I've just alluded to and that others hav e
discussed, suggest that dynamic scorin g
should be banished from public tax analysis? I think not, but with some caveats . I
think that dynamic scoring should be further developed and incorporated, and i n
some fashion eventually worked into JCT's
tax analysis, but this should be done in a
timely, but yet very cautious manner . I
think we can work to correct a numbe r
of these problems, and I think some of th e
benefits are tangible and I'd like to address
a few of those .
Dynamic scoring will be undertaken
by others outside of JCT and CBO andTreasury, even if these government agencie s
do not undertake it . Often times, thes e
other dynamic scoring models come from
people that have policy agendas . My vie w
is that it would be better to fill the vacuu m
of having nothing there with the best sensible non-partisan information available ,
rather than having policymakers trying t o
sift through what is a plausible respons e
from what they get from outside estimators .
Because there is uncertainty about
the estimates, I don't think that necessarily implies that the best estimate is a zer o
effect . There is certainly uncertainty i n
the micro effects in current tax scoring .
As well, there is uncertainty in the distri-

butional analysis that JCT does . Certainl y
there is uncertainty in economic forecasting for budget and monetary policy.
Economists should use all their tools t o
provide their best information . Now, if
the choice is no dynamic scoring and using a model that after five years of a fundamental tax reform, the capital stock has
doubled and the labor supply has in creased by 20%, I would say "well, probably the evidence is closer to its havin g
no effect ." But I think that's a false choice .
Because if the best answer is a relatively
small effect or modest effect of a certai n
type of tax reform, then I think it's better
to make that available to policymaker s
than rely solely on speculation and faulty
analysis . Even if the effects aren't that big ,
relatively small effect in output of, say, on e
percent five years ahead could translat e
to about $20 billion of revenue . Certainly
JCT already scores out five years ahead ta x
changes on a micro level that have muc h
smaller magnitude . So even if the magnitude is not big, I think both in an informa tional sense and in terms of "let's get th e
best estimate that we can," acknowledging that there is some variance, that i t
would be worthwhile to do as the model s
develop more fully.
Moreover, as was alluded to earlier,
some forms of dynamic scoring already
take place . The most obvious example i s
the last couple of years where both CB O
and OMB have been using the fiscal divi dend . Using the effect of lower deficits ,
how does that affect the macro econom y
through output growth and interest rat e
effects? Now the last time I checked ,
there was no more consensus on the effects of deficits on interest rates an d
growth than there is on what the labo r
and saving responses are to taxes, but I
think that does set up at least a case wher e
some sensible taking a consensus of different models that are out there and em ploying a macro effect can be done in a
way that does not do any damage to policy .
One other thing, not doing dynami c
scoring is not always the conservative
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thing to do . As Gary alluded to, at times ,
we increase taxes . And in fact, I've sai d
in the past, maybe we should let Democratic staffs score tax cuts and Republican staffs score tax increases if we want
to have a bias towards being surprised by
a bigger deficit than we actually have . But
actually, if you think about it a little more ,
it's not even quite that simple . For example, take some of the bigger tax cuts i n
the recentTax Relief Act of 1997, the child tax credits and the education tax credits .
If you took those two credits and mad e
them big enough and put them in m y
model, I know for example, what you have
is primarily an income effect . All of these
models would have people working less
and consuming more, saving less . An d
because of the phaseout of these, whic h
then increases the effect of marginal rate s
over certain ranges, those also have nega tive saving and labor effects . So it's no t
even so simple to say, "Well, all tax cut s
have positive macro effects and all tax in creases have negative ." It's a little bit mor e
detailed than that .
So I think that, in some sense, thi s
project has been the first step in the typ e
of process that I would like to see, and
that is eventually incorporating this i n
JCT's portfolio of information that it ca n
offer to policymakers that hopefully wil l
guide them in making better policy .
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